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Summary
We have used ab initio computational simulation techniques to investigate both intra-
and intermolecular interactions in a novel family of ionic organophosphonate molecular
crystals. We have examined the influence of various numerical approximations on the
computed geometry and binding energies of a selection of well-characterised hydrogen
bonded systems. It was found that numerical basis sets provided the efficiency required
to study the large hydrogen bonded dimer anions present in the organophosphonate sys-
tem, while also producing accurate geometries and binding energies. We then calculated
the relaxed structures and binding energies of phenylphosphonic acid dimer in the two
arrangements in which it is present in the bulk crystal. The computed geometries were
in excellent agreement with the experimental structures and the binding energies were
consistent with those found for other ionic hydrogen bonded systems. Electron density
maps were used to gain insight into the nature of the hydrogen bonding interaction
between phenylphosphonic acid dimers. We also examined the effect of aromatic ring
substituents on the geometry and energetics of the hydrogen bonding interaction. The
nitro-substituted dimer was predicted to have a stronger binding energy than its un-
substituted parent while the methyl-substituted dimer was predicted to have a similar
binding energy to its unsubstituted parent. An analysis of crystal field effects showed
that the structure of the phenylphosphonic acid dimers in the organophosphonates is a
complex product of competing intra- and intermolecular forces and crystal field effects.
Cooperative effects in the organophosphonate system were also investigated and it was
found that the interactions were mostly one-body (local) in nature.
We have examined the intramolecular charge-transfer interaction between copper-
halogen cations in the organophosphonate materials. The origin of geometric differ-
ences between the Cu(I) starting material and Cu(II) product cations was attributed
to the electronic configuration of the Cu ion, not crystal field effects. To gain further
insight into the difference in electronic structure between the starting material and
product, we attempted to simulate the step-by-step dissociation of the [CuI]+ system.
Although this investigation was not successful, we were able to expose some of the pit-
falls of simulating dissociating odd-electron systems. We also analysed and compared
v
the charge-transfer interaction in the chloro-, bromo- and iodo-forms of the organophos-
phonate family. The charge-transfer interaction was predicted to increase on going from
the chloro- to the iodo-form, consistent with solid-state UV-visible data.
Finally, we used the highly accurate Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method to investi-
gate the hydrogen bonding interaction in water dimer and to calculate the dissociation
energy. The accuracy of the experimental estimate for the dissociation energy has re-
cently been questioned and an alternative value has been put forward. Our results lend
support to the validity of the alternative value and are also in excellent agreement with
those from other high-level calculations. Our results also indicate that QMC techniques
are a promising alternative to traditional wavefunction techniques in situations where
both high accuracy and efficiency are important.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Molecular Materials
The discovery of electrically conductive polymers [5, 6] in the early 1970s sparked an
explosion of interest in the properties of molecular materials. Semiconducting mate-
rials consisting of small organic molecules are promising candidates for optoelectronic
devices and have thus been the subject of numerous theoretical [7, 8, 9] and experimen-
tal [10, 11] studies. The properties of molecular solids are dictated by features of both
molecular and condensed matter physics: their physical properties depend on their
crystalline structure, which in turn is governed by interactions between molecules. An
understanding of the relationship between intermolecular interactions and electronic
and optical properties is thus vital to the efficient design of new devices.
In contrast to their more conventional organic counterparts, inorganic molecular mate-
rials may contain any element. A far more diverse range of intra- and intermolecular
interactions is therefore possible. Many inorganic molecules are charged, and hence
also have counter-ions in condensed phases. This has consequences for both the diver-
sity of interactions, the energies associated with them and the material properties. [12]
Inorganic molecular solids have been extensively studied in the context of supramolec-
ular science, a branch of chemistry concerned with the controlled assembly of complex
molecules into molecular solids. [13, 14, 15] The ultimate aim of the supramolecular
1
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chemist is to design materials with specific properties, a task that requires manipulation
of delicate intermolecular interactions. Here, as with organic solids, the relationship
between intermolecular interactions and the properties of interest must be understood.
The organophosphonates are an interesting class of molecular materials which typically
contain both organic and inorganic components. [16] The structures of organic phos-
phates and phosphonates often resemble those of their inorganic analogues. In contrast,
metal organophosphonates can exhibit a wide range of structures including monomers,
one-dimensional chains, two-dimensional layers and three-dimensional pillared frame-
works. [17] Research on these materials began in the 1950s, when it was discovered
that layered metal phosphates could be used as cation exchangers in radioactive waste
streams. [18] Phosphonates have since found applications as sorbents, catalysts [19] and
gas sensors [20] and thus continue to enjoy the significant interest of researchers.
An interesting family of novel ionic molecular crystals, mixed-ligand copper organophos-
phonates, was recently synthesised and characterised. [3] These layered materials con-
tain a copper ion (Cu2+, d9) co-ordinated to two phenanthroline ligands and a halogen
substituent, either I−, Br−, Cl− or NCS−. The positively charged copper-halogen
ions are interleaved between parallel sheets of negatively charged, hydrogen-bonded
phenylphosphonic acid dimers, which act as counter-ions. There appear to be no co-
valent bonds between individual molecules, either within a layer or between layers.
The compounds crystallise in a monoclinic space group, C2/c, and have their Cu-X
bond lying along a two-fold crystallographic axis. The molecular unit of the iodo-form
is shown in Figure 1.1 and a 1×2×1 supercell is shown in Figure 1.2, where 1×2×1
means one conventional cell length in the a direction, 2 cells lengths in the b direction
and one cell length in the c direction.
Our initial interest in these materials stemmed from the observation of some curious
properties of the iodo-form, which were different to those of the other complexes. Ini-
tial measurements of the bulk magnetic properties of the iodo-species suggested the
presence of a diamagnetic, +1, copper species. However, this conclusion was in conflict
with the single-crystal X-ray structure, which supported the presence of copper +2.
The oxidation state of the metal centre is implicitly linked to the charge of the bulk
2
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C18
C13
C14C15
C16
C17
H91
O3
O1P
O2
H92
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Cu N1
N2
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C1 C2
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C8C9
C10
O2’
Figure 1.1: An ORTEP perspective of the molecular unit of the iodo-form,
[Cu(C12H8N2)2I][(OH)2OPC6H5][(OH)O2PC6H5].
structure, hence the number of protons and geometry of the hydrogen bond linking
the phenylphosphonic acid molecules was also uncertain. A computational study [21]
was undertaken to answer the following two questions: Are there one or two protons
at the hydrogen bonding site and hence what is the oxidation state of the copper cen-
tre? Analysis of the binding energies of the one- and two-proton systems revealed that
the one-proton arrangement was energetically more favourable. This arrangement is
consistent with a paramagnetic Cu2+ centre, the presence of which was subsequently
confirmed by experimental (masNMR) evidence.
Our present interest in these materials stems from the desire to better understand the
complex interactions often present in hybrid organic/inorganic molecular materials. As
we have already discussed, a detailed understanding of the properties of condensed
molecular matter begins with an understanding of interactions between molecules. The
diverse range of elements and bonding scenarios in the mixed-ligand organophospho-
nates means they provide interesting ‘laboratories’ for the study of intermolecular in-
teractions.
3
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Figure 1.2: A 1×2×1 supercell of the iodo-form. Different atoms are distinguished by the following
colours: grey–carbon, white–hydrogen, blue–nitrogen, orange–copper, dark purple–iodine, light purple–
phosphorus, red–oxygen.
1.2 Intermolecular Interactions
The mixed-ligand organophosphonates contain a variety of interactions: hydrogen
bonds between phenylphosphonic acid molecules, dispersion interactions between aro-
matic rings, and metal-ligand interactions between the copper ions and halogen and
phenanthroline ligands. There are also electrostatic interactions between the positively
charged copper complex molecules and the negatively charged phenylphosphonic acid
dimers. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 are coloured according to the strength and type of inter-
action present. Let us briefly consider each interaction in turn.
Hydrogen Bonding
Hydrogen bonding is one of the most ubiquitous non-covalent forces leading to intricate
assemblies of molecules. This interaction was first explicitly recognised by Latimer and
Rodebush in 1920. [22] In those days, inferences about molecular interactions were
drawn from bulk properties, such as the enthalpy of vaporisation. Major advances were
made in the 1980s with Millen’s gas-phase spectroscopic studies of a selection of true
dimers, such as HCN· · ·HF. [23, 24] Theoreticians subsequently performed ab initio
studies and a large body of work, both experimental and theoretical, has since been
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Figure 1.3: A 1×2×1 supercell coloured according to the the strength of the intermolecular interac-
tions present. Darker shades of red indicate stronger interactions.
Figure 1.4: A 1×2×1 supercell showing electrostatic interactions between positively charged copper
complex molecules (red) and negatively charged phenylphosphonic acid dimers (blue).
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Table 1.1: Selected properties of strong, moderate and weak hydrogen bonds following the classification
of Jeffrey [1].
Strong Moderate Weak
Interaction type Strongly Mostly Electostatic/
covalent electrostatic Dispersion
A· · ·B lengths, A˚ 2.2-2.5 2.5-3.2 > 3.2
Directionality Strong Moderate Weak
Bond angles 170-180o > 130o > 90o
Bond energy, kcal mol−1 15-40 4-15 < 4
accumulated.
Hydrogen bonding interactions occur when a hydrogen atom, H, covalently bound to a
heteroatom, A, is in close contact with a second electronegative atom, B, typically at
a distance of 2.2–3.2 A˚, i.e. A–H· · ·B. The site of attraction on B is commonly iden-
tified as a lone pair of electrons, hence hydrogen bonds are usually found to link elec-
tronegative atoms, although other, more exotic, interactions are possible: CH· · ·O [13],
MH· · ·O, where M is a metal [25], MX· · ·H, where X is a halide [26] and even CH· · ·pi,
where pi is an aromatic ring, such as benzene. [27] The hydrogen bond is thus a very
general phenomenon with a correspondingly broad range of properties. A selection
of these properties is listed in Table 1.1. The classification presented here is purely
one of practical convenience. Hydrogen bonds exist in a continuum of strengths and
geometries; indeed, many hydrogen bonds could be classed as ‘in between’ one of the
categories listed above.
The theoretical description of hydrogen-bonded systems remains a challenge, partly due
to the relative weakness of the interaction. A number of chemical species can participate
in hydrogen bonding, which suggests that the interaction can originate from a variety
of physical sources, such as electrostatic and covalent forces. An accurate theoretical
description must thus include a balanced description of these subtle effects. It appears
that Density Functional Theory can adequately describe the geometry and energetics
of stronger hydrogen bonds but struggles for weaker bonds where the contributions
from dispersion are increased. [28, 29] One certainty is that the choice of functional
and basis set is important. This issue will be examined in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Dispersion Interactions
Although the dispersion (or van der Waals) interaction is ubiquitous, it is very weak
(< 2 kcal/mol) and is thus often masked by stronger (ionic, covalent) forces in the solid
state. Typical examples of van der Waals solids include the rare-gas crystals, Ne, Ar,
Kr and Xe. The interaction between two or more aromatic rings is often attributed to
the dispersion force, hence organic molecular crystals such as benzene, could also be
considered van der Waals solids. Dispersion forces also play an important role in many
soft-matter situations, such as protein folding and polymer cohesion.
Transient moments caused by zero-point quantum fluctuations are responsible for dis-
persion interactions. This is in contrast to electrostatic forces, which arise when one
or more of the systems possess a permanent electric moment. Consider the simplest
example of the dispersion interaction, that of two well-separated atoms, A and B.
Fluctuations generate a spontaneous, transient dipole moment on atom A. This dipole
causes an electric field at atom B, thus inducing a dipole on B and creating a field back
at A. The interaction energy between this field and the original transient dipole scales
like R−6, where R is the distance between A and B. The dipolar fluctuations on the
two systems are correlated.
Dispersion interactions are even more difficult to describe theoretically than hydro-
gen bonds. The dispersion force originates from a high-order interaction and is thus
not easily incorporated into theories of electronic structure. Computational schemes
(such as Configuration Interaction) are available to treat the simplest case of two fi-
nite non-overlapping systems. However, these methods are considered impractical for
calculations on large systems with significant dispersion energy contributions. The
difficulties become increasingly severe in the case of overlapping systems, where dis-
persion forces compete with other types of bonding. Theoretical schemes to treat the
dispersion interaction in this regime do exist (Quantum Monte Carlo methods [30] and
Random Phase Approximation [31]). However, they are also computationally inten-
sive and generally inapplicable to very large systems. The most widely-used theory of
electronic structure, Density Functional Theory, is incapable of (systematically) accu-
rately describing systems dominated by dispersion interactions, either overlapping or
7
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well-separated. [32]
Metal-Ligand Interactions
Metal-ligand interactions are intramolecular, unlike hydrogen bonding and dispersion,
which are intermolecular interactions. In the case of the organophosphonates described
earlier, the relevant interactions are Cu–X and Cu–N.
M–L interactions form the basis of coordination chemistry and are usually strong and
short. Bond distances are normally in the range 1.8 A˚ to 2.5 A˚. [33] The Cu–X bond
distances in the organophosphonates are in the range 1.90 A˚ to 2.64 A˚ and the Cu–N dis-
tances are in the range 1.98 A˚ to 2.12 A˚. M–L complexes are less well characterised (both
theoretically and experimentally) than their organic counterparts, hence bond energy
data are scarce. Some examples (from Dance, Ref. [12]) are 40–60 kcal/mol for M–O in
acetylacetonate complexes [34], 40–70 kcal/mol for Pd/Pt–N/P/Cl in amine and phos-
phine complexes L2MCl2 [35], 40–55 kcal/mol for M–S in complexes of −S2CNEt2 [34],
33 kcal/mol for Ag+–OH2 [36], 52 kcal/mol for H3NCu+–NH3 [36] and 124 kcal/mol
for Zr–O in Zr(OPr)4. [37]
1.3 Computational Materials Science
Crystal structures are often described in geometric terms. However, it is the energetics
of intermolecular interactions that determine the chemical and physical properties of
molecular materials. [12] Experimental data on the energies associated with particu-
lar interactions are scarce, mostly due to the difficulty involved in carrying out such
experiments. Hence, computational simulations are an important complement to ex-
perimental techniques in probing the electronic structure of complex materials. The
detailed theory of computational simulations is presented in Chapter 2. Here we briefly
review the applicability, advantages and disadvantages of the two major computational
techniques used in this work – Density Functional Theory and Quantum Monte Carlo.
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1.3.1 Density Functional Theory
The advent of Density Functional Theory (DFT) has made possible accurate calcu-
lations on large systems containing a variety of atoms in variable oxidation and spin
states. This is because DFT is, in principle, an exact theory of electronic structure
and hence does not rely on empirical data. Conversely, semi-empirical and forcefield
methods must be parameterised, either using experimental data or the results from
high-level quantum mechanical calculations. Hence, these latter methods are generally
not transferable between different types of systems. Given the enormous variety of pos-
sible interactions in molecular crystals, especially inorganic ones, an ab initio method
such as DFT is highly desirable.
The list of systems and phenomena successfully described by DFT is impressive. With
regards to molecular crystals, organic semiconductors, such as the polyacene family,
have perhaps been the most extensively studied. In these studies, DFT has been used
as a complement to experimental studies to describe the hole-phonon interaction in
anthracene, tetracene and pentacene. [38] These results have important implications
for the theoretical description of charge transport in organic semiconductors. DFT has
also been used to calculate the electronic and optical properties of anthracene at high
pressures. [7] The application of hydrostatic pressure provides one way to alter the
intermolecular interactions in a controlled manner. The surface energetics of pentacene
have been successfully described within a pseudopotential DFT approximation and the
results used to formulate a model of intermolecular bonding in polyacenes. [39]
DFT has also been applied to the study of inorganic molecular materials, though there
are far fewer examples in the literature. DFT calculations have been used to show
that, contrary to the popular conception, short bonds are not always strong bonds. [40]
Theoretical studies on iodine clusters have also been carried out. [12] Iodine readily
forms complexes with amines and with itself to form a range of polyiodides. Given
the size and polarisability of iodine, we could expect the intermolecular energies of
I2 to be reasonably large; this assumption has been confirmed by DFT calculations.
Metal complexes with aromatic ligands are common in inorganic molecular materials
yet, until the first DFT calculations were performed [12], nothing was known about
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the intermolecular energies associated with these compounds; researchers in this field
await experimental confirmation of the predictions made by DFT.
In addition to some stunning successes, DFT has also had its fair share of failures,
including the infamous ‘band gap problem’ and self-interaction error. A detailed dis-
cussion of these errors (and possible solutions) is reserved for Chapter 2.
1.3.2 Quantum Monte Carlo
Powerful though DFT is, it often lacks the accuracy required to describe, for example,
weak physical interactions such as van der Waals and hydrogen bonding. The Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) method is an explicitly correlated many-body technique for solving
the Schro¨dinger equation and it has successfully described physical phenomena in both
condensed and molecular systems.
Since McMillan first used a QMC method in his study on the ground state properties of
liquid helium [41], QMC has been employed in many other studies. Ceperley and Alder
used QMC to calculate the correlation properties of the homogeneous electron gas [42]
to a very high accuracy – simulations which subsequently lead to the development of
the Local Density Approximation (LDA). A recent important advance has been the
development of a “hybrid” technique in which QMC is coupled to a molecular dynam-
ics simulation [43], i.e. the QMC energy is evaluated at atomic positions generated
by ab initio molecular dynamics. The accuracy of this promising approach has been
demonstrated for a variety of systems, including in calculations of the optical gaps of
hot silicon quantum dots. QMC has also been used to study the electronic spectrum
of free base porphyrin, an important component in numerous biological processes. [44]
The excitation spectra of these systems are sensitive to structural and chemical changes
hence only a highly accurate method, such as QMC, could produce reliable theoretical
predictions.
Unfortunately, while QMC is highly accurate, it is also much more computationally
demanding than DFT. The QMC algorithm is however trivially parallelisable and this
makes QMC simulations ever more feasible as the availability of powerful supercom-
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puters increases. A detailed discussion of the QMC technique is presented in Chapter
6.
1.4 Putting It All Together:
Materials, Interactions, Theory
We have discussed the emergence of molecular materials as important components of
new technological devices. We have also discussed the importance of understanding
the interactions between the molecules that make up these materials and how this
understanding can be achieved using computer simulations. Hence, the aim of this
work is to use theoretical methods, such as Density Functional Theory and Quantum
Monte Carlo, to probe the electronic structure of complex molecular materials in an
effort to understand both the intra- and intermolecular interactions.
By way of introduction, in Chapter 2 we discuss the theoretical background behind the
computational techniques used in this work. The hydrogen-bonded phenylphospho-
nic acid dimers under study in this work are large systems and contain heavy atoms.
We therefore require an accurate and efficient computational technique. Numerical
basis sets may provide the speed and accuracy required but systematic studies con-
cerning their performance in hydrogen bonding applications are lacking. In Chapter 3,
we compute the structure and binding energies of some well-characterised hydrogen-
bonded systems using two different types of basis set: Gaussian-type and numerical. In
the following chapters (4 and 5), we apply the chosen methodology to the study of in-
teractions between the complex components that make up the organophosphonates. In
Chapter 6, we describe and test the applicability of the Quantum Monte Carlo method
to describe weakly-bound molecular systems. We take water dimer, the archetypal
hydrogen bonded system, as our test case. We draw our conclusions in Chapter 7.
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Theory and Methods
2.1 Introduction
The theoretical methods of quantum mechanics form the basis of our understanding
of the electronic structure of matter. Electronic structure calculations involve solving
the Schro¨dinger equation for the system of interest, in order to determine the wave-
function, which contains all of the information about the given system. In practice, we
are required to make several approximations to the form of the wavefunction and the
Hamiltonian. In this chapter, we discuss two such approximations and thus examine
the theoretical background underlying the calculations performed in this work.
2.2 The Many-Electron Problem
The many-electron problem arises when one attempts to solve the time-independent,
non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ = EΨ (2.1)
where Ψ is the wavefunction and E is the total energy of the system. The Hamiltonian
operator, Hˆ, describes the motion of N electrons in the field of M fixed nuclei and has
12
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the well known form
Hˆ = −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i −
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
RiA
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j 6=i
1
rij
(2.2)
in Hartree atomic units, so that ~ = me = e = 4pi²0 = 1. The nuclear charge is given
by ZA, RiA is the distance between electron i and nucleus A and rij is the distance
between electron i and electron j.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation [45] allows us to neglect all terms in Hˆ which
arise from the repulsion and kinetic energy of the nuclei. The remaining terms are
shown in (2.2) and derive from electronic motion and coulomb forces: the first term
∇2i is the Laplacian operator for the kinetic energy of the electrons; the second term
describes the coulomb attraction between the electrons and nuclei; and the third term
represents electron-electron repulsion. It is this third term1 which correlates the motion
of the electrons and precludes an exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for systems
of more than two interacting particles. This difficulty is known as the many-electron
problem; the use of approximate methods to circumvent it forms the basis of electronic
structure theory. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of two
such approximate methods: Hartree-Fock theory and Density Functional Theory.
2.3 Hartree-Fock Theory
In Hartree-Fock theory [46, 47] the N -electron wavefunction is approximated by an
antisymmetrised product of N one-electron wavefunctions, otherwise known as orbitals.
In practice, this is achieved through the Slater determinant [48], ΨHF
ΨHF =
1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χi(x1) χj(x1) · · · χk(x1)
χi(x2) χj(x2) · · · χk(x2)
...
...
...
χi(xN ) χj(xN ) · · · χk(xN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.3)
1Whilst the third term is perhaps the most physically interesting, the electron-nucleus term also
prohibits exact solutions in non-trivial systems.
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where the matrix elements are the spin orbitals and denote the space x and spin χ co-
ordinates of the electrons. The orbitals are chosen to be orthonormal for computational
convenience. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the Fermi statistics of electrons, the
wavefunction is antisymmetric under exchange of any two electrons, i.e.
ΨHF(x1,x2) = −ΨHF(x2,x1). (2.4)
Equation (2.4) now necessarily obeys the Pauli Principle. [49] The Slater determinant
fulfills the antisymmetry condition, since a determinant changes sign upon interchange
of two rows or columns.
Hence, in Hartree-Fock theory, the approximation is made right at the beginning: the
true N -electron wavefunction is replaced by a single Slater determinant of N one-
electron functions. While the equations that follow are exact, their forms are a direct
consequence of this approximation.
In general, analytic solutions for the Schro¨dinger equation do not exist, even when
using an approximate N -electron wavefunction. We therefore require some procedure
to decide whether a particular wavefunction is a better approximation to the true
solution than another. The variational principle [50, 51] can be employed to find the
Slater determinant which yields the lowest single-determinant Hartree-Fock energy,
EHF. The variation method is based on taking a trial function |φ˜〉, which depends
on certain parameters. The parameters are varied until the expectation value 〈φ˜|Hˆ|φ˜〉
reaches a minimum. The variational principle also guarantees that the energy of the
trial function will always be equal to or higher than the exact ground state energy. The
only variational flexibility in the Slater determinant is provided by the spin orbitals.
Hence, EHF is minimised with respect to variations in the form of the orbitals, subject
to the condition that the orbitals remain orthonormal throughout the minimisation.
EHF is given by,
EHF = 〈ΨHF|Hˆ|ΨHF〉 =
N∑
i
(i|hˆ|i) + 1
2
N∑
i
N∑
j
(Jij −Kij) (2.5)
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where
(i|hˆ|i) =
∫
χ∗i (x1)
{
−1
2
∇2 −
M∑
A=1
ZA
R1A
}
χi(x1)dx1 (2.6)
is a one-electron integral and
Jij =
∫ ∫
|χi(x1)2| 1
r12
|χj(x2)|2dx1dx2 (2.7)
Kij =
∫ ∫
χi(x1)χ∗j (x1)
1
r12
χj(x2)χ∗i (x2)dx1dx2 (2.8)
are the two-electron coulomb and exchange integrals, respectively. In this instance, the
term i = j is allowed in (2.5).
The orthonormality of the orbitals is maintained through Lagrange’s method of un-
determined multipliers. Varying (2.5) with respect to χ produces a set of coupled
differential equations:
fˆ(i)χ(xi) = εiχ(xi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (2.9)
These are the Hartree-Fock equations. They have the form of eigenvalue problems,
where the Lagrange multipliers, εi, are the eigenvalues of the one-electron Fock opera-
tor, fˆi, and have the physical interpretation of orbital energies.
The Fock operator is defined as,
fˆi = −12∇
2
i −
M∑
A=1
ZA
RiA
+ VHF(i). (2.10)
VHF(i) is the Hartree-Fock potential, a one-electron operator, which replaces the com-
plicated two-electron repulsion operator 1/rij in the Hamiltonian (2.2). This modifica-
tion simplifies the many-electron problem and allows its approximate solution. VHF(i)
contains the following components:
VHF(xi) =
N∑
j
(
Jˆj(x1)− Kˆj(x1)
)
(2.11)
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where the coulomb operator Jˆ is defined as,
Jˆj(x1) =
∫
|χj(x2)|2 1
r12
dx2. (2.12)
Its expectation value (the coulomb integral, (2.7)) describes the classical coulomb in-
teraction between two interacting charge distributions.
The second term in (2.11), Kˆ, is the exchange operator. Unlike the coulomb operator,
Kˆ has no classical analogue and can only be defined through its effect when operating
on a spin orbital:
Kˆj(x1)χj(x1) =
∫
χ∗j (x2)
1
r12
χi(x2)dx2χj(x1). (2.13)
The expectation value of the exchange operator is given by the exchange integral,
equation (2.8).
In the double summation in (2.5), the term i = j is allowed. When i = j, the integral
describes the coulomb interaction of the charge distribution of one electron with itself.
Consequently, if we compute the energy of a one-electron system, (2.5) will give a non-
zero result, even though there is no electron-electron repulsion. This source of error is
called the unphysical self-interaction. Fortunately, the coulomb and exchange integrals
have the important property,
Jii = Kii (2.14)
so now when i = j, the integrals enter (2.5) with opposite signs and the self-interaction
is exactly cancelled. As we shall see later (Chapter 5), this is not the case in Density
Functional Theory and self-interaction error represents a major theoretical problem in
Density Functional approaches.
Finally, the equations represented by (2.10) are coupled such that the Fock operator for
orbital χi depends on all the other orbitals χj , that is, the Fock operator depends on its
eigenfunctions. The Hartree-Fock equations are therefore non-linear and must be solved
iteratively. The procedure for doing so is called the self-consistent field (SCF) method.
Using some initial guess for the form of the orbitals, the Hartree-Fock equations can be
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solved to yield a new set of orbitals. The resulting new set of orbitals is then used as
input for the next iteration and so on until the input and output orbitals differ by less
than some predetermined tolerance. The calculation is then said to have converged.
In practice, the orbitals are expanded in a basis to make the problem computationally
tractable. Basis sets will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
Assumptions and Limitations
In constructing the equation for the Hartree-Fock potential, VHF, we have replaced
the two-electron repulsion operator 1/rij in the Hamiltonian by a simpler one-electron
operator. The effect of this one-electron operator is to create a mean-field potential
in which the instantaneous position of a particular electron is not influenced by the
presence of a neighbouring electron. As noted in the previous section, this simplification
allows us to approximately solve the many-electron problem, but it is not without
consequences.
Let us consider again the expression for the Hartree-Fock potential, VHF
VHF(xi) =
N∑
j
(
Jˆj(x1)− Kˆj(x1)
)
.
The sum is over the orbitals, which appear explicitly in the equation for the coulomb
operator, Jˆ
Jˆj(x1) =
∫
|χj(x2)|2 1
r12
dx2.
The above equation has the following physical interpretation: orbital j containing elec-
tron 1 is operated on by Jˆ , which contains an integration over the remaining electrons
in their respective orbitals, thus producing the mean-field. It does not matter which of
the electrons – ‘number’ 1 or ‘number’ 2 – is associated with the orbitals. The numer-
ical labelling of the electrons is merely an artefact of the notation, since electrons are
indistinguishable and therefore cannot be labelled. Conversely, the orbitals are distin-
guishable, so each orbital is held ‘fixed’ with respect to a reference electron while the
spatial positions of each remaining electron are summed over. The reference electron
then feels the average potential produced by the remaining electrons.
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This mean-field approach affects interactions between antiparallel spin electrons. Elec-
trons of parallel spin are kept apart as a consequence of the Pauli Principle and this is
taken into account in the construction of the Slater determinant. This effect is known
as exchange or Fermi correlation and is directly connected to the spin of the electrons;
the charge of the electrons plays no part in Fermi correlation. In contrast, antiparal-
lel spin electrons repel each other through the coulomb force and this effect (known as
coulomb correlation, or simply correlation) is a consequence of the electronic charge. In
Hartree-Fock theory, antiparallel spin electrons move independently of each other and
are allowed to approach too closely. As a result, the electron-electron repulsion term
is too large and the Hartree-Fock energy is usually far above the exact ground-state
energy.
Despite the seemingly drastic approximation made to the wavefunction (and conse-
quently, the coulomb interaction), Hartree-Fock theory captures much of the essential
physics required to describe electron interactions and gives sensible results for many-
body problems. However, Hartree-Fock models are usually only qualitatively correct
and cannot accurately predict the results of experiments. Higher level methods are
available, such as Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, Configuration Interaction (CI)
and Coupled Cluster (CC). However, perturbation methods can suffer from conver-
gence problems and both CI and CC are prohibitively expensive for large systems. An
alternative approach, which is both accurate and economical, is therefore needed; this
is provided by Density Functional Theory.
2.4 Density Functional Theory
In Density Functional Theory (DFT), the single-particle electron density ρ(r) replaces
the complicated N -electron wavefunction as the central object. As a prelude to a full
discussion of the theory, we should first consider whether it seems plausible to replace
the wavefunction by the electron density.
In the probability interpretation of quantum theory, the density is related to the wave-
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function by the following integral,
ρ(r1) = N
∫
· · ·
∫
|Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)|2ds1dx2 . . . dxN. (2.15)
Equation (2.15) is really a probability density but it is commonly referred to as the
electron density. The electron density then is a non-negative function of three spatial
variables and has the following properties:
ρ(r→∞) = 0, (2.16)
∫
ρ(r)dr = N. (2.17)
Another important property of the electron density is that ρ(r) exhibits cusps at the
positions of the nuclei. The properties of these cusps are related to the nuclear charge
Z through
lim
RiA→0
[
∂
∂r
+ 2ZA
]
ρ(r) = 0 (2.18)
where ρ(r) is the spherical average of ρ(r).
In summary, the electron density is a function of only three spatial variables (2.15),
vanishes at infinity (2.16) and integrates to the total number of electrons (2.17). It
exhibits cusps at the positions of the nuclei and the density at these cusps contains
information about the nuclear charge (2.18). Hence, it does indeed seem plausible that
we could, at least in principle, use the electron density to obtain information about the
properties of atoms, molecules and condensed matter.
Thomas [52] and Fermi [53] made the first attempts to obtain information about the
ground state of atoms using the electron density. Their approach is based on a quantum
statistical model of electrons in which nuclear-electron and electron-electron interac-
tions are treated classically and the expression for the kinetic energy is based on the
uniform electron gas. These attempts ultimately failed, mostly because the kinetic
energy expression employed in the model is a poor approximation to the true kinetic
energy. However, Thomas and Fermi were the first to show that the energy of an
atom could be written entirely in terms of the electron density, without recourse to the
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wavefunction.
An accurate, workable prescription for DFT was provided by the pioneering work of
Kohn and collaborators in the 1960’s. All modern density functional theories are based
on the theorems proven by Kohn, Hohenberg and Sham:
• The First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem [54];
• The Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem [54];
• The Kohn-Sham Ansatz [55].
2.4.1 The First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
The First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem states that the external potential Vext(r) uniquely
determines the ground state density. Since Vext(r) fixes the Hamiltonian, the full,
many-particle ground state is a unique functional of ρ(r). The proof of this theorem
by reductivo ad absurdum is surprisingly simple.
We start from the Hamiltonian for N non-relativistic, interacting electrons in a non-
magnetic state,
Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆext + Vˆee (2.19)
where
Tˆ = −1
2
∑
j
∇2j , Vˆext =
∑
j
v(rj), Vˆee =
1
2
∑
i6=j
1
|ri − rj | . (2.20)
The electrons move in an arbitrary external potential v(r), not only the coulomb po-
tential due to the nuclei.2
The energy can thus be written as,
E =
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr+ 〈Ψ|Tˆ + Vˆee|Ψ〉 (2.21)
where ρ(r) is the non-degenerate3 ground state density of Ψ corresponding to the
2We consider only those densities which are associated with an antisymmetric wavefunction due
to a Hamiltonian of the form (2.19) with some external potential V . These densities are said to be
V -representable.
3The proof can be readily extended to degenerate cases.
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potential Vext(r).
Now assume that there exists a second potential V ′ext(r) with ground state Ψ′, which
differs from Vext(r) by more than an additive constant but gives rise to the same ρ(r).
That is, if Ψ′ is the ground state wavefunction corresponding to V ′ext(r), then the energy
of this state is given by,
E′ =
∫
V ′ext(r)ρ(r)dr+ 〈Ψ′|Tˆ + Vˆee|Ψ′〉. (2.22)
Using the variational theorem, we find that
E < 〈Ψ′|Hˆ|Ψ′〉
=
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr+ 〈Ψ′|Tˆ + Vˆee|Ψ′〉
= E′ +
∫
[Vext(r)− V ′ext(r)]ρ(r)dr. (2.23)
Similarly for E′, we find that
E′ 6 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉 = E +
∫
[V ′ext(r)− Vext(r)]ρ(r)dr. (2.24)
Adding equations 2.23 and 2.24 leads to
E + E′ < E +E′, (2.25)
which is clearly a contradiction. Hence, the assumption that there exists a second
potential V ′ext(r), which differs from Vext(r) but produces the same density must be
incorrect.
2.4.2 The Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
The Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem is a re-statement of the variational principle
in terms of trial densities ρ˜(r) rather than trial wavefunctions, Ψ˜. We will discuss an
alternative, broader4 approach – the constrained search method – due to Levy [56, 57]
and Lieb. [58, 59]
4The constrained search technique lifts the requirement of V -representability, for example.
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Recall the variational principle, introduced in the previous section on Hartree-Fock
theory,
E = min
Ψ˜
〈Ψ˜|Hˆ|Ψ˜〉. (2.26)
where Ψ˜ is a trial function. The minimisation is carried out in two stages. First, we
consider the energy for the subset of antisymmetric wavefunctions Ψ˜αρ˜(r) that have the
same density, ρ˜(r). The constrained energy minimum is defined as,
EV [ρ˜(r)] = min
α
〈Ψ˜αρ˜(r)|Hˆ|Ψ˜αρ˜(r)〉
=
∫
Vextρ˜(r)dr+ F [ρ˜(r)] (2.27)
where
F [ρ˜(r)] = min
α
〈Ψ˜αρ˜(r)|Tˆ + Vˆee|Ψ˜αρ˜(r)〉 (2.28)
The expression defined in (2.28) is the Hohenberg-Kohn functional, a universal5 func-
tional of the density ρ˜(r), which requires no explicit knowledge of Vext(r). The func-
tionals for the kinetic energy and for the electron-electron interaction are contained
within (2.28). If the explicit form for F [ρ˜(r)] were known, we would have solved the
Schro¨dinger equation exactly. Unfortunately, the form of F [ρ˜(r)] is not known and we
are forced to make some approximations.
In the second step of the constrained search method, (2.27) is minimised over all possible
densities, ρ˜(r):
E = min
ρ˜(r)
EV [ρ˜(r)]
= min
ρ˜(r)
{∫
Vextρ˜(r)dr+ F [ρ˜(r)]
}
. (2.29)
We have thus reduced the formidable problem of minimising 〈Ψ˜|Hˆ|Ψ˜〉 with respect to
the 3N -dimensional trial function Ψ˜ to the much simpler task of finding the minimum
of EV [ρ˜(r)] with respect to the three-dimensional trial function ρ˜(r).
5In this sense, “universal” means the same for all electron systems, independent of N , RA and ZA.
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Assumptions and Limitations
Before discussing the Kohn-Sham approach, we should pause to summarise and consider
some of the consequences of the First and Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems.
The First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem proves that the external potential uniquely deter-
mines the density and the Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem (through the constrained
search method) provides a route from the ground state density to the ground state
energy. Unfortunately, neither theorem provides any information as to how the func-
tional that delivers the ground state energy should be constructed. Furthermore, the
variational principle established by the Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem is not really
a variational principle in the same sense as Hartree-Fock. Conventional wavefunc-
tion methods employ the exact electronic Hamiltonian and are strictly variational: the
lower the energy, the closer the trial wavefunction is to the true wavefunction. In DFT
however, we are forced to use an approximation to the universal functional, which is
analogous to using an approximate Hamiltonian. Hence, the DFT energy can be lower
or higher than the true ground state energy.
The Second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem – as realised in the constrained search approach
– also suffers from the fact that the scheme is impossible to implement in practice. The
first step in the constrained search technique requires a search over all antisymmetric
wavefunctions corresponding to a particular trial density (2.27). Carrying out such a
search is simply not possible. It follows that the Hohenberg-Kohn functional F [ρ˜(r)] is
thus rendered inaccessible, since it explicitly relies on the wavefunction – precisely the
object we wish to avoid.
2.4.3 The Kohn-Sham Ansatz
In the Thomas-Fermi approach, much of the error lies in the approximation of the
kinetic energy. In the previous sections, we saw that the kinetic energy functional in
DFT is defined through F [ρ˜(r)], the universal but unknown functional of the density.
The challenge then is to formulate an accurate expression for the kinetic energy of
a fully interacting many-body system with the electron density as the fundamental
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quantity.
Kohn and Sham realised that if the kinetic energy couldn’t be accurately determined
through an explicit functional, perhaps a better approach would be to compute as
much of the kinetic energy exactly as possible. To accomplish this, they replaced the
fully interacting system with a non-interacting reference system with the same density
as the original. The reference system consists of N non-interacting electrons, that is,
uncharged fermions. In formal terms, the Kohn-Sham Ansatz assumes that the exact
ground state density is equal to that of some chosen non-interacting system. The
practical consequence of this assumption is a set of single-particle equations that can
be solved exactly (numerically in practice, like in HF theory) to arrive at the ground
state energy.
The Hamiltonian corresponding to the non-interacting system is given by,
HˆS = −12
N∑
i
∇2i +
N∑
i
VS(r) (2.30)
where we have introduced an effective local potential VS(r), in which the S subscript
denotes that we are working with the non-interacting reference system. The Slater
determinant is constructed in exactly the same way as in Hartree-Fock theory (equa-
tion 2.3). The spin orbitals are determined by,
fˆKSϕi = εiϕi, (2.31)
where ϕi are the Kohn-Sham orbitals and the one-electron Kohn-Sham operator is
defined as,
fˆKS = −1
2
∇2 + VS(r). (2.32)
Equation (2.31) has the same form as the Hartree-Fock equations, (2.9). For an appro-
priate choice of VS(r), the non-interacting system has the required properties.
Now that we have introduced orbitals, the kinetic energy can be computed in the same
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way as Hartree-Fock theory
TS = −12
N∑
i
∫
ϕ∗i∇2ϕi, (2.33)
where TS is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system. Although TS is uniquely
defined for any density, it does not exactly equal the kinetic energy of the fully inter-
acting system. We can account for this by separating the functional F [ρ(r)] into the
following components:
F [ρ(r)] = TS[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] (2.34)
where Exc is the exchange-correlation functional and is defined through (2.34) as
Exc[ρ] = T [ρ(r)]− TS[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)]− J [ρ(r)] (2.35)
The exchange-correlation functional thus contains the difference between the interact-
ing and non-interacting kinetic energies and Vee, the non-classical part of the electron-
electron interaction. If the exact form for Exc were known, the Kohn-Sham approach
would lead to the exact energy, that is to say, the formalism discussed so far does not
involve any approximations. This is in contrast to Hartree-Fock theory, where the ap-
proximation is introduced at the very beginning. Unfortunately, the exact form for Exc
is unknown so we are forced to approximate it. Formulating accurate approximations
to Exc is a major challenge for density functional theorists.
It was earlier mentioned that the link between the non-interacting and fully interacting
systems lay in the choice of VS(r), the effective local potential. We need to define
VS(r) so that the density of the non-interacting reference system is exactly the same
as the system of interest. Since TS is an explicit functional of the orbitals but all other
terms are functionals of the density, we can write down an equation for ϕi using the
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variational principle, in the same manner as for Hartree-Fock,
(
−1
2
∇2 +
[∫
ρ(r2)
r12
dr2 + Vxc(r1)−
M∑
A
ZA
r1A
])
ϕi
=
(
−1
2
∇2 + Veff(r1)
)
ϕi = εiϕi (2.36)
where Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential. The orbitals are subject to the usual
orthonormality constraint. Recalling the one-particle equations of the non-interacting
system, (2.32), it becomes clear that Veff(r) is identical to VS(r) and we can write,
VS(r) = Veff(r) =
∫
ρ(r2)
r12
dr2 + Vxc(r1)−
M∑
A=1
ZA
R1A
. (2.37)
Since the form of Exc is unknown, it follows that the expression for Vxc is also unknown.
Hence, Vxc is given by the functional derivative of Exc with respect to the density,
Vxc =
δExc
δρ
. (2.38)
In summary, we first define a non-interacting reference system, the exact ground state
energy of which is a single Slater determinant and the density of which exactly equals
the density of the fully interacting system. The orbitals forming the Slater determinant
are the solutions of a set of single-particle equations (2.31). Once the orbitals have been
determined, the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system can be computed in the
same way as for Hartree-Fock theory (2.33). The effective potential, which must be
chosen to give the correct density for the non-interacting system, can be calculated
self-consistently by solving the set of variational equations (2.36). The orbitals, the
density and hence the ground state energy can thus be found. If the explicit forms of
all the potentials were known, the orbitals would return the exact density and energy.
In practice, we must resort to approximations for the exchange-correlation functional,
Exc.
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2.4.4 Functionals for Exchange and Correlation
The crucial quantity in the Kohn-Sham approach is the exchange-correlation energy,
expressed as a functional of the density Exc[ρ(r)]. The difference between various DFT
methods essentially lie in the choice of the functional form for Exc[ρ(r)].
At the heart of almost all current functionals is the Local Spin Density Approximation
(LSDA),6
ELSDAxc [ρ
↑(r), ρ↓(r)] =
∫
ρ(r)exc(ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r)) dr (2.39)
where exc is the the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron
gas (HEG) of density ρ(r). The HEG is a hypothetical model which describes a system
of electrons moving on a positively charged background such that the entire system is
electrically neutral. The quantity exc can be further split into an exchange part and a
correlation one,
exc(ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r)) = ex(ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r)) + ec(ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r)). (2.40)
A simple analytic form is available for the exchange term, exρ(r), however no such ex-
pression exists for the correlation part, ecρ(r). Ceperley and Alder [42] have calculated
ecρ(r) to very high accuracy (±1%) using Quantum Monte Carlo methods. These re-
sults have formed the basis of various analytical expressions for ecρ(r), i.e. correlation
functionals.
Considering the nature of the HEG, we would thus expect the LSDA to perform well
for systems in which the charge density is uniform, such as nearly-free-electron metals,
and poorly for strongly inhomogeneous systems, such as atoms and molecules. Despite
these expectations, the LSDA performs remarkably well for both solids and molecules.
The dissociation energies of molecules can typically be obtained to within 10-20%.
However, most chemical applications (which frequently involve weak molecular bonds)
require greater accuracy than the LSDA can provide.
The first step beyond the LSDA involves taking into account not only the density
6For unpolarised systems, the LDA is found by setting ρ↑(r) = ρ↓(r) = ρ(r)/2.
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ρ(r) at each point, but also the gradient of the charge density, ∇ρ(r). Within this
approximation, Exc is given by,7
EGGAxc [ρ
↑, ρ↓] =
∫
exc(ρ↑, ρ↓, |∇ρ↑|, |∇ρ↓|, . . .)ρ dr
≡
∫
ex(ρ)Fxc(ρ↑, ρ↓, |∇ρ↑|, |∇ρ↓|, . . .)ρ dr (2.41)
where Fxc is a dimensionless parameterised analytic function (different GGA function-
als employ different forms for Fxc) and ex is the exchange energy of the unpolarised
HEG. Because only first derivatives of the density are employed, this model can be
used to describe systems where the density is slowly varying. Functionals constructed
with this modification are collectively known as Generalised Gradient Approximations
(GGA). GGAs yield improved atomisation and dissociation energies and a more ac-
curate description of molecular systems, particularly those in which weak interactions
(hydrogen bonds) are present. GGAs have also been shown to yield improved (com-
pared to LSDA) cohesive energies for solids.
There are now many GGA functionals that are used in quantitative calculations. The
PBE functional used in Chapters 4 and 5 of this work was designed to be widely
applicable for both quantum chemistry and condensed matter physics. The exchange
part is similar to the Becke formula [60] while the correlation part is closely related to
the mathematically complex PW91 functional. PBE is numerically reliable and is thus
often used in DFT calculations. The form of the PBE functional is quite complicated,
hence we refer the interested reader to the original reference. [61]
There are still other classes of functional, such as the “hybrids” and orbital-dependent
functionals. The latter are particularly useful in the study of strongly correlated elec-
tron systems, such as transition metal oxides and high Tc superconductors. Since
neither of these types of functional are used in this work, we won’t consider them
further.
7For the sake of clarity, here we denote the density ρ(r) as simply ρ.
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Assumptions and Limitations
The most serious limitation of DFT is the need to approximate the unknown exchange-
correlation functional, EXC: the better the approximation, the more closely we ap-
proach the exact energy. Unfortunately, there is no systematic strategy for improving
the approximation and the design of approximate functionals often involves a large
degree of ‘trial and error’. Despite these serious complications, much progress has been
made in the field of approximate DFT, although difficulties remain.
Among the most notable failures of DFT is the infamous ‘band gap problem’ whereby
the one-electron energy gaps of insulators and semiconductors are systematically pre-
dicted to be too small, sometimes by as much as 100%. This is caused by a failure to
account for a discontinuity in the exact exchange-correlation potential upon addition
or removal of an electron [62] and is inherent in ground-state DFT band structure, i.e.
the true exchange-correlation potential must change discontinuously and this is not the
case, even in the exact Kohn-Sham theory. Finding solutions to the band gap problem
is currently an active area of DFT research. One promising approach involoves the use
of orbital-dependent functionals, in which the required properties occur automatically.
Another serious problem in DFT is the self-interaction error, which subsequently com-
plicates the dissociation of odd-electron bonds. Recall the expression for the exchange-
correlation functional, (2.35). The classical electrostatic repulsion term, J [ρ(r)], con-
tains the interaction of the density with itself. In HF theory, the self-interaction is
exactly cancelled by the exchange term (see Section 2.3). In DFT however, approxi-
mations to the exchange-correlation energy are made independent of J [ρ(r)] and thus
exact cancellation is not possible. It follows that in DFT, the electrostatic term will
not vanish, even for a one-electron system. None of the currently available exchange-
correlation functionals is free of self-interaction error. In an attempt to solve this
problem, Perdew and Zunger have proposed a self-interaction corrected (SIC) form of
approximate functional. [63] The reader is referred to the original reference for details
of this approach. Here we merely note that the implementation of the Perdew-Zunger
scheme is highly non-trivial and has therefore been of limited practical use.
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Testing Numerical Basis Sets for
Hydrogen Bonding Applications
3.1 Introduction
Whilst the choice of functional plays a crucial part in the accuracy of a given result,
the choice of basis set used to represent the orbitals is just as important. [64] The
issue of basis set dependence within DFT is frequently overlooked by many researchers.
Such an omission can lead to very serious errors, especially when a basis set is used in
conjunction with a method for which it was not optimised. For example, two of the most
popular types of basis set, the Pople sets [65] and Dunning’s correlation consistent basis
sets [66], were not developed for DFT yet are routinely employed in such calculations.
The Pople sets were originally optimised with the Hartree-Fock method and Dunning’s
sets were developed for wavefunction-based ab initio methods.
In this chapter we have investigated and compared the ability of numerical and
Gaussian-type basis sets to accurately describe the geometries and binding energies
of a selection of hydrogen bonded systems that are well studied, both theoretically and
experimentally. The structures under study in this thesis contain molecules linked by
extensive hydrogen bonded networks and we wish to study clusters of varying size. We
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therefore require an accurate, efficient method to describe large systems with heavy
atoms. The numerical basis sets implemented in the DFT package DMol3 may provide
the speed and accuracy required but systematic studies concerning the use of numer-
ical basis sets in hydrogen bonding applications are, to the best of our knowledge,
non-existent.
3.2 The Basis Set Game
The Kohn-Sham equations (2.31) represent a complicated system of coupled integro-
differential equations. We therefore require a computationally efficient approach to
solving these equations. This is usually achieved through a linear variational procedure
in which the orbitals are expanded in a set of q pre-defined basis functions {ηq}:
ϕi =
q∑
i=1
ciqηq. (3.1)
A complete set {ηq} would correspond to an infinite number of basis functions, q =∞.
In practice, we use a truncated basis set, which introduces the basis set superposition
and incompleteness errors. Equation (3.1) can now be solved self-consistently in a
similar manner to the Kohn-Sham (and Hartree-Fock) equations.
The procedure represented by (3.1) is often inaccurately described by the phrase Lin-
ear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO). Strictly speaking, ‘atomic orbitals’ are
solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations for the atom, i.e. a wavefunction for a single
atomic electron in a self-consistent field. Basis functions are thus not atomic orbitals.
As we shall see below, many different types of function can be used in the expansion,
with properties chosen for computational convenience.
Most commonly available ab initio simulation packages employ Gaussian functions
(molecular applications) or plane waves [67] (condensed matter) for the expansion rep-
resented by (3.1). In addition to these popular types of basis set, others also exist:
wavelets [68], Slater-type orbitals (STO’s) [69] Wannier functions [70] and numerical
basis sets [71, 72], although these have enjoyed considerably less attention. Numerical
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basis sets as implemented in the DFT package DMol3 [71] offer significant advan-
tages over the more popular types of basis set. Whilst DMol3 has been successfully
employed in the study of various phenomena [73, 74, 75, 76, 12], systematic studies
concerning the performance of numerical basis sets within DFT are scarce. Investiga-
tions concerning the performance of GTO’s in hydrogen-bonding applications abound
( [77, 78, 79, 80, 64, 81], to list but a few studies) but to the best of our knowledge,
there have been only two such studies with numerical basis sets: one which evalu-
ated the performance of numerical basis sets in DFT calculations on sulfur-containing
molecules [82] and another which evaluated the performance of DMol3 with regards
to electron affinities. [73] Hence, nothing is known about the performance of these
numerical bases in relation to hydrogen bonding.
3.3 Computational Details
3.3.1 Theory of Numerical Basis Sets
As with GTO’s, numerical basis functions are expressed as the product of a radial func-
tion and a spherical harmonic. The radial part is obtained by numerically solving the
atomic DFT equations, which along with the −∇22 terms (required for the evaluation of
the kinetic energy), are represented as a set of cubic spline co-efficients, thereby making
them piecewise analytic. This representation makes the generation of analytic energy
gradients much easier. Furthermore, Delley claims [71] that molecules can be dissoci-
ated exactly into their constituent atoms (within the DFT context) thereby minimising
or even eliminating basis set superposition error (BSSE) (indeed no correction proce-
dure is implemented in the DMol3 package). Hence, it should be possible to obtain an
accurate description, even for weak bonds. These sets are computationally efficient, a
feature which arises from the confinement of the LDA atomic basis sets (from which
the numerical basis set is constructed) within a cut-off value, rc. [83] Strict localisa-
tion of the basis set within rc is ensured via a so-called soft-confinement potential. The
derivatives at rc are continuous. The basis sets implemented in DMol3 were constructed
specifically for use in DFT calculations.
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3.3.2 System, Functional and Basis Set Selection
The following complexes have been selected for this study: (HF)2, (H2O)2, (HCl)2,
(CO)HF, (OC)HF and phosphinic acid dimer, [H2PO(OH)]2. They have been chosen
because of the wealth of experimental and theoretical data available. Although one
could consider a larger set of systems, we believe the current set is suitably diverse
so as to demonstrate the behaviour of the numerical basis sets in a range of different
bonding situations.
A plethora of functionals now exist in DFT but only ‘pure’ functionals are implemented
in the DMol3 package, i.e. no hybrid functionals, such as B3LYP, are available. The
functionals chosen were BLYP, [60, 84, 85] PBE [61] and HCTH fit to 407 molecules. [86]
Both BLYP and HCTH are semi-empirical functionals obtained by fitting parameters
to a so-called“training set” of molecules. Gaussian03 [87] was used for all calculations
with Gaussian basis sets.
Both the Pople sets and Dunning sets were used as well as the numerical sets. The Gaus-
sian sets are in widespread use amongst the electronic structure community and have
been implemented in a number of quantum chemistry codes. Dunning’s correlation-
consistent triple-zeta quality set augmented with diffuse functions was used. This set
is similar in quality to the TZ2P set [88], which has been shown to give good results
within DFT for the G2-1 and G3 test sets. [64] Pople’s 6-311+G(3df,2pd) set was used,
which has also been shown to give adequate results in DFT. The DNP numerical basis
set was used as it is the highest quality set available in DMol3. This set contains a
polarization d-function on heavy atoms and a polarisation p-function on hydrogen. It
is comparable in size to the 6-31G∗∗ basis set however, numerical basis sets of a given
size are much more accurate than Gaussian basis sets of the same size. [83] Calculations
were also performed with Dunning’s double-zeta basis set, the 6-311+G(2d,2p) set and
the DND and DN numerical basis sets although, for the sake of conciseness, only the
results for the largest basis sets have been presented here.
All geometries were optimised with each functional and basis set using Direct Inver-
sion of the Iterative Subspace (DIIS) [89] to aid convergence. Binding energies and
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vibrational frequencies were calculated as in Ref. [28]. The binding energies and bond
lengths have been compared to both experimental values (where available) and the best
ab initio result available (usually Coupled Cluster theory results). Where the best ab
initio energy has been calculated using a fixed geometry from a previous calculation, the
energy associated with that geometry from the initial calculation has also been cited,
i.e. a single calculation does not always simultaneously produce accurate energies and
accurate geometries.
Counterpoise corrections [90] have been calculated for the Gaussian basis sets. We have
chosen to include both corrected and uncorrected energies in order to bring about a
more consistent comparison.
It is important to be realistic about the level of accuracy attainable with DFT. Many
electronic structure theorists (including myself) assess the quality of their DFT calcu-
lations by comparing the results against high-level methods, such as Coupled Cluster.
While DFT performs adequately for energies and geometries it cannot, at present, sys-
tematically approach the accuracy offered by techniques such as Coupled Cluster, the
Wn family of methods or Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC). Hence, we have not inves-
tigated whether or not the numerical basis sets can reproduce the complete basis set
limit on the grounds that a DFT result extrapolated to the complete basis set limit is
unlikely to yield a more accurate result than a Coupled Cluster or QMC calculation.
While it may be important, in a general sense, for a given type of basis set to be able to
reproduce this limit, we have adopted a pragmatic approach and have only considered
the behaviour of the numerical basis sets in the limit in which we are interested, i.e.
geometry optimisation of large systems.
3.4 Results and Discussion
Table 3.1 shows bond lengths and vibrational stretching frequencies for the isolated
proton donating subunits for HF, HCl and H2O monomers. A general trend is apparent
for all three systems.
Bond lengths are overestimated in all cases, regardless of the basis set. This is a char-
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Table 3.1: Equilibrium geometries and stretching frequencies for isolated proton donating subunits.
All bond lengths in A˚, frequencies in cm−1.
Functional/Basis HF HCl H2O
rH−F ω rH−Cl ω rO−H ωas ωs ωf
BLYP
DNP 0.9400 3951 1.2920 2873 0.9730 3791 3677 3735
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.9408 3938 1.2902 2847 0.9700 3785 3687 3736
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.9350 3913 1.2934 2840 0.9720 3757 3655 3706
HCTH
DNP 0.9230 4078 1.2760 3028 0.9620 3927 3804 3866
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.9193 4088 1.2746 2971 0.9590 3927 3816 3872
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.9217 4062 1.2799 2956 0.9600 3897 3785 3841
PBE
DNP 0.9330 4008 1.2900 2899 0.9710 3849 3731 3791
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.9300 3986 1.2878 2896 0.9680 3829 3726 3777
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.9321 3962 1.2911 2886 0.9700 3801 3697 3749
Best ab initio 0.91731 41421 1.27832 29992 0.95803 39423 38313 38863
0.92272 40972
0.91674 41914
Experiment 0.91686 41386 1.27466 29916 0.95727 39437 38327 38887
1 CCSDT/aug-cc-pV5Z, from Ref. [91].
2 MP4/aug-cc-pVTZ, from Ref. [92].
3 Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo, from Ref. [93].
4 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ, from Ref. [77].
6 From Ref. [94].
7 From Ref. [95].
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acteristic of GGA functionals in general (mean deviations from experiment around 0.01
to 0.02 A˚ for first- and second-row species [96]) and hence a limitation of the method
and not the basis set. The BLYP functional performs worst in this regard. Altmann
and co-workers found that BLYP overestimated bond lengths (compared to experi-
ment) for most of the species they studied. [82] Indeed some authors have commented
that in some cases, LDA and Hartree-Fock bonds agree more closely with experiment
than those from computations using BLYP. [82, 96] In contrast, vibrational frequen-
cies are underpredicted for each of the three species. The BLYP functional performs
worst again, especially for HF, for which it is known to be problematic (deviation from
experimentally observed fundamental frequency larger than 100 cm−1).
3.4.1 The HF, HCl and H2O Dimers
Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show dissociation energies, geometries and bond length changes
for HF, HCl and H2O dimers.
Geometric predictions for the dimeric species are no better than for the isolated
monomers; each functional exaggerates bond lengths. In the case of the numerical
basis, bonds are shortened as the size of the basis set is increased. The extent of con-
traction is significant - in the second decimal place in most cases, to give a qualitative
picture. No such effect is observed for the Gaussian sets, with bond lengths staying
fairly constant with varying basis set size. Having noted the above, the effect is least
pronounced for the PBE functional (the only non-semi-empirical functional included in
this study) and bond length changes are most accurately predicted by HCTH.
The Gaussian basis sets underestimate the binding energy of HF dimer (Table 3.2), with
or without CP corrections, except in combination with the PBE functional, for which
the binding is artificially strong. The BLYP/DNP combination predicts the binding en-
ergy to within 2% (comparing to best ab initio uncorrected) while HCTH/aug-cc-pVTZ
underestimates the energy, even without CP corrections. Conversely, PBE performs
very well for the geometric parameter, with both HCTH and BLYP overestimating it,
regardless of the basis set.
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The DNP basis performs best for energetic predictions of H2O dimer (Table 3.3) com-
pared to the Gaussian basis sets, with or without CP corrections, when combined with
BLYP and HCTH. However, the PBE functional in combination with all basis sets over-
estimates the binding. The numerical basis set performs very well for the geometric
parameter with all functionals. Within the functionals, both BLYP and HCTH slightly
overestimate the geometric parameter (HCTH to a greater extent) while PBE performs
best again in this respect. Having said this, bond length changes are most accurately
predicted by HCTH, as stated above for the monomeric species.
The results for HCl dimer are presented in Table 3.4. The reader will notice that the
best ab initio binding energies differ somewhat from the experimental binding energy.
This is because the dynamics of the HCl dimer interaction are very complex and ex-
perimentalists [97] acknowledge that the system deviates significantly from equilibrium
geometry. Hence, we include the experimental value for completeness only and restrict
our comparisons to the best ab initio results.
Both types of basis set show similar behaviour (for both energies and geometries)
within a given functional, indicating that DNP performs at least as well as the other
basis sets for this system. BLYP performs quite poorly for HCl, underestimating the
binding energy in combination with both types of basis set, regardless of whether CP
corrections are taken into account. PBE tends to overestimate the binding energy, less
so when CP corrections are applied. Interestingly, while HCTH slightly underestimates
the binding energy, addition of CP corrections only leads to further underestimation.
PBE performs best again for the geometry, followed by BLYP.
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Table 3.2: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for HF dimer in Cs sym-
metry. All energies (including BSSE) in kJ mol−1, all bond lengths and bond
length differences in A˚. The quantity, ∆rH−F (d), is the difference in the donor
bond length when measured in isolation (relaxed) and in the dimer (relaxed).
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rF ···F ∆rH−F (d)
BLYP
DNP -19.25 -19.25 2.760 0.0080
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -17.27 1.630 -18.90 2.763 0.0002
aug-cc-pVTZ -17.37 0.290 -17.67 2.760 0.0090
HCTH
DNP -18.27 -18.27 2.872 0.0050
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -16.62 1.559 -18.18 2.870 0.0057
aug-cc-pVTZ -16.57 0.287 -16.86 2.884 0.0053
PBE
DNP -21.90 -21.90 2.719 0.0090
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -20.04 1.794 -21.83 2.725 0.0100
aug-cc-pVTZ -20.53 0.336 -20.57 2.723 0.0099
Best ab initio -19.12 -19.02 2.7353
-18.774 -19.774 2.7324 0.00564
Experiment -19.375 2.7206
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ, from Ref. [98].
3 Derived from spectroscopic data, from Ref. [99].
4 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ, from Ref. [91].
5 Experimental binding energy derived from Ref. [100] with zero
point corrections from Ref. [101] and Ref. [102].
6 Experimental equilibrium geometries from Ref. [103] and
Ref. [104].
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Table 3.3: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for H2O dimer in Cs
symmetry.
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rO···O ∆rO−H(d)
BLYP
DNP -20.54 -20.54 2.952 0.0080
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -17.46 1.285 -18.75 2.949 0.0090
aug-cc-pVTZ -17.46 0.190 -17.65 2.946 0.0080
HCTH
DNP -20.27 -20.27 3.033 0.0050
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -17.38 1.335 -18.72 3.052 0.0063
aug-cc-pVTZ -17.34 0.174 -17.51 3.062 0.0050
PBE
DNP -24.03 -24.03 2.922 0.0080
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -21.34 1.508 -22.85 2.896 0.0111
aug-cc-pVTZ -21.43 0.238 -21.67 2.896 0.0100
Best ab initio -21.002 2.9122 0.00632
Experiment -22.593 2.983
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 All-electron Coupled Cluster combined with an extrapolation pro-
cedure, from Ref. [105].
3 From Ref. [106] and Ref. [107].
3.4.2 The CO + HF Complexes
The situation is less clear for the CO + HF complex, the results for which are shown
in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Two different bonding modes exist for these molecules: the
HF molecule can bond to either the carbon atom or the oxygen atom of CO with the
OC(HF) binding mode being the more energetically stable.
Binding energies for the CO(HF) species are less accurately predicted by the DNP set
than either of the two Gaussian sets. Within each functional, DNP produces energies
which are higher (stronger binding) than those produced by the Gaussian sets. For the
BLYP functional, this results in a value which is closer to the best ab initio result but
which is still far from accurate. The O· · ·F bond length is overestimated by all basis
sets, most significantly within the HCTH functional. Within the other two functionals,
the DNP result is only slightly overestimated compared to the Gaussian sets. The
PBE functional reproduces bond length changes fairly accurately and also gives the
best estimate for the bond length itself.
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Table 3.4: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for HCl dimer in Cs sym-
metry.
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rCl···Cl ∆rH−Cl(d)
BLYP
DNP -5.33 -5.33 3.891 0.0060
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -4.10 1.662 -5.76 3.858 0.0068
aug-cc-pVTZ -4.61 0.253 -4.863 3.88 0.0066
HCTH
DNP -8.05 -8.05 4.014 0.0040
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -6.87 1.295 -8.17 4.026 0.0024
aug-cc-pVTZ -7.28 0.115 -7.39 4.055 0.0031
PBE
DNP -9.32 -9.32 3.675 0.0090
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -8.13 2.019 -10.15 3.708 0.0092
aug-cc-pVTZ -8.71 0.257 -8.97 3.737 0.0099
Best ab initio -7.752 0.752 -8.52 3.7462
-8.273 3.7463
Experiment -5.244
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ, from Ref. [28].
3 Determined from a PES constructed from far-infrared and near-
infrared spectroscopic measurements, from Ref. [108].
4 From Ref. [97].
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Table 3.5: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for CO(HF) complex in
C2v symmetry.
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rO···F ∆rH−F (d)
BLYP
DNP -5.86 -5.86 3.050 0.0010
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -4.70 1.288 -5.99 3.016 0.0009
aug-cc-pVTZ -4.63 0.452 -5.08 3.034 0.0028
HCTH
DNP -7.72 -7.72 3.198 0.0010
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -6.45 1.115 -7.57 3.122 0.0017
aug-cc-pVTZ -6.52 0.509 -7.03 3.206 0.003
PBE
DNP -7.57 -7.57 3.009 0.0020
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -6.34 1.458 -7.79 2.980 0.0028
aug-cc-pVTZ -6.39 0.492 -6.88 3.001 0.0027
Best ab initio2 -6.99 1.92 -8.91 2.9517 0.0020
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ, from Ref. [28].
For the OC(HF) complex, the DNP basis produces the most notably different energy
results in comparison to the Gaussian basis sets (in combination with each of the three
functionals) while the geometry is surprisingly well predicted. We note that Tuma
and co-workers obtained binding energies for this system which spanned a range of 10
kJ for the functionals being tested. Although our own binding energies span a range
of 12 kJ (uncorrected), most of the range can be attributed to the DNP results. It
should also be noted that within the PBE functional, the Gaussian-type basis sets also
produce unusally strong binding energies. The cause of this spurious overbinding is
unknown, though it does seem to suggest that it is not the weakness of the interaction
(remembering that CO(HF) is more weakly bound yet better behaved) but the different
nature of the hydrogen bond which may be important. We also point out that the best
ab initio value quoted both in this study and the work of Tuma [28] is the only high-level
value available in the literature for comparison. Further investigation with a different
high-level method (such as QMC) may shed light on the unusual behaviour of this
system.
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Table 3.6: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for OC(HF) complex
in C2v symmetry.
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rC···F ∆rH−F
BLYP
DNP -24.35 -24.35 2.977 0.0110
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -14.72 1.489 -16.21 2.963 0.0102
aug-cc-pVTZ -14.94 0.611 -15.55 2.971 0.0103
HCTH
DNP -22.43 -22.43 3.084 0.0070
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -14.35 1.429 -15.78 3.046 0.0073
aug-cc-pVTZ -14.66 0.538 -15.19 3.051 0.0074
PBE
DNP -28.27 -28.27 2.896 0.0130
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -19.04 1.727 -20.77 2.899 0.0128
aug-cc-pVTZ -19.42 0.631 -20.05 2.905 0.0127
Best ab initio2 -14.62 2.02 -16.64 2.987 0.0066
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ, from Ref. [28].
3.4.3 Phosphinic Acid Dimer
Phosphinic acid (PA) dimer, (H2PO(OH))2, is the largest complex considered in this
study and also most closely resembles our system of interest, phenylphosphonic acid
dimer; the structure of the dimer is shown in Figure 3.1. A previous study by Gonzalez
and co-workers [109] involved the calculation of binding energies, geometries and har-
monic vibrational frequencies for both phosphinic acid dimer and its dimethyl deriva-
tive. They found that, quite surprisingly, the binding energy calculated for PA dimer
is equal to that of dimethyl phosphinic acid (DMPA) and is in good agreement with
the only experimental value for DMPA (5.7 ± 1 kcal mol−1). Due to the large size of
the system, Coupled Cluster calculations of any sort cannot be performed and so we
are forced to be content with a relative comparison only.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the phosphinic acid dimer. Different atoms are distinguished by the following
colours: purple–phosphorus, red–oxygen, white–hydrogen.
The binding energy obtained with the DNP basis is closest to the best available lit-
erature value and performs best in combination with HCTH. Within the other two
functionals, DNP produces results which are very close to the Gaussian basis sets,
albeit the energies are consistently overestimated. With respect to the geometric pa-
rameter, DNP produces results consistent with the Gaussian basis sets within each
functional, with PBE producing the most accurate result. Based on these findings, it
would be reasonable to expect the numerical basis sets to give satisfactory results when
applied to phenylphosphonic acid dimer.
Table 3.7: Selected geometric and energetic parameters for phosphinic acid
dimer.
Functional/Basis De BSSE De1 rO···O ∆rO−H
BLYP
DNP -6.31 -6.31 2.641 0.045
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -6.35 0.19 -6.54 2.624 0.051
aug-cc-pVTZ -6.28 0.07 -6.35 2.617 0.050
HCTH
DNP -5.55 -5.55 2.660 0.037
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -5.40 0.23 -5.63 2.630 0.042
aug-cc-pVTZ -5.47 0.08 -5.55 2.633 0.041
PBE
DNP -7.54 -7.54 2.577 0.059
6-311+G(3df,2pd) -7.65 0.23 -7.88 2.552 0.065
aug-cc-pVTZ -7.65 0.08 -7.72 2.558 0.0648
Best available2 -5.7 2.407
1 No counterpoise correction applied.
2 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2pd), from Ref. [109].
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3.5 Error Analysis
Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show the mean difference between a particular set of values (either
geometries or energies) and the best ab initio value and also the mean deviation, where
the two quantities have been calculated thus:
x =
∑N
i=1 |xi − y|
N
(3.2)
where x denotes the mean, N is the number of observations, xi is the value of the ith
observation and y is the best ab initio result. We have adopted a conservative approach
and have assumed that the errors are additive (hence, we have calculated the absolute
difference), or rather, we have not assumed that the errors cancel in any way (though
of course, they may). Hence, all values quoted reflect the ‘worst-case scenario’.
The mean deviation, MD, is formally defined [110] as,
MD =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|xi − x| (3.3)
The mean deviation then provides a measure of how uniformly these ‘errors’ occur, i.e.
the closer xi is to x, the closer the expression |xi − x| will be to zero and consequently,
the lower the value of MD. Low values of MD indicate that errors deviate only slightly
from the mean and as such MD provides a measure of stability of each method.
From Tables 3.8 and 3.9 it can be seen that in terms of energies, DNP shows the
least consistency within each functional compared to the Gaussian basis sets. However,
with respect to geometries, it is at least as consistent as the Gaussian basis sets. The
HCTH/6-311+G(3df,2pd) combination seems to produce the lowest mean and mean
deviations with HCTH performing very well with both the DNP and aug-cc-pVTZ
bases. However, HCTH has consistently overestimated the geometric parameter for
the systems considered in this study, and this is reflected in an increased mean error
(Table 3.9), though geometries have been consistently overestimated, as indicated by a
reasonably low mean deviation. Conversely, the PBE functional produces the highest
mean and mean deviations for energies but seems to be the most reliable for geometries,
producing the lowest mean/mean deviation.
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Table 3.8: Deviations from best ab initio (uncorrected) binding energies. All entries in kJ mol−1.
Functional/Basis Mean Mean Deviation
BLYP
DNP 2.93 2.06
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 1.69 1.14
aug-cc-pVTZ 2.65 1.15
HCTH
DNP 1.78 0.80
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.73 0.31
aug-cc-pVTZ 2.01 0.53
PBE
DNP 3.94 3.07
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 2.31 0.93
aug-cc-pVTZ 1.63 0.87
OVERALL
DNP 2.88 2.28
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 1.58 0.98
aug-cc-pVTZ 2.10 0.97
We conclude this study with a brief analysis of (relative) CPU timings for geometry
optimisation of phosphinic acid dimer. Table 3.10 shows the relative time taken for opti-
misation for each functional and basis set combination. All times have been normalised
as a percentage to the slowest combination of functional/basis set, BLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ,
which has been set to 100%. Whilst this analysis is machine-dependent, we believe the
trends are strong enough that they could be qualitatively reproduced on a different
machine.
The DNP basis is some 10 times faster at worst (comparing slowest numerical to fastest
GTO) and 116 times faster at best (comparing fastest numerical to slowest GTO).
Within the Gaussian basis sets, the BLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ combination is slowest (as
stated above) and the HCTH/6-311+G(3df,2pd) is fastest. In general, the aug-cc-
pVTZ set is slower than the 6-311+G(3df,2pd) set. Considering that both types of
basis set give similar geometries, it should be possible to perform reasonably accurate
geometry optimisations on large systems using numerical basis sets.
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Table 3.9: Deviations from best ab initio geometries. All entries in A˚.
Functional/Basis Mean Mean Deviation
BLYP
DNP 0.064 0.046
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.053 0.028
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.060 0.040
HCTH
DNP 0.174 0.066
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.157 0.054
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.185 0.077
PBE
DNP 0.048 0.030
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.034 0.023
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.034 0.026
OVERALL
DNP 0.096 0.059
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 0.082 0.058
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.093 0.071
Table 3.10: Comparison of relative times taken to optimise the geometry of phosphinic acid dimer.
Functional Basis Relative Time
BLYP DNP 0.93
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 22.00
aug-cc-pVTZ 100.0
HCTH DNP 0.85
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 14.81
aug-cc-pVTZ 62.39
PBE DNP 1.23
6-311+G(3df,2pd) 13.31
aug-cc-pVTZ 68.87
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3.6 Conclusions
In general, the numerical basis sets produce stronger binding energies than the Gaussian
bases (a conclusion also reached by Altmann and co-workers [82] in their study on sulfur-
containing molecules) while producing slightly higher mean deviations for energies.
The numerical basis sets are comparable (sometimes better) to the Gaussian bases in
terms of geometries. We have also compared the performance of the GGA functionals
employed in this study and found that for the systems considered here the BLYP
functional performs the worst, both in terms of energies and geometries. HCTH tends
to consistently overestimate geometries, but produces reasonably accurate energies.
PBE performs very well for geometries but consistently overestimates binding energies,
in agreement with Tuma’s study. [28]
Overall, numerical basis sets offer a definitive advantage over Gaussian bases where
geometry optimisation of large systems is concerned. Given that our systems of interest
are quite large (tens of atoms, including heavy elements), the amount of computational
effort that would need to be expended if one were using a Gaussian basis set would
not be commensurate with a significant gain in accuracy, especially when geometry is
the primary property of interest. However, as with any technique, caution should be
exercised when the systems of interest are weakly or unusually bound.
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Hydrogen Bonding Interactions
in the Phenylphosphonic Acid
Dimers
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we tested the performance of numerical basis sets in hydro-
gen bonding applications and compared the results with those from calculations using
Gaussian basis sets. The numerical basis sets gave accurate geometries at much lower
computational cost but had a slight tendency to overbind. In this chapter, we use nu-
merical basis sets to study the hydrogen bonding interaction between phenylphosphonic
acid dimers in the organophosphonates.
The phenylphosphonic acid dimers are actually anions formed from the interaction be-
tween phenylphosphonic acid and a phenylphosphonate anion. The resulting hydrogen
bond is thus ionic. Like the conventional hydrogen bond, ionic hydrogen bonds are in-
volved in a broad range of phenomena: ionic clusters and nucleation, in the structures
of ionic crystals, surfaces, silicates and clays and in self-assembly in supramolecular
chemistry and molecular crystals. They are also important in biological processes, such
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as protein folding, formation of membranes and biomolecular recognition. A funda-
mental understanding of the properties of ionic hydrogen bonds is thus vital to the
understanding of many different phenomena.
The primary interaction in the phenylphosphonic acid dimers is an O-H-O− bond and it
is therefore an anionic hydrogen bond. Ionic hydrogen bonds are typically characterised
by short bond lengths and strong binding energies in the range -(5-35) kcal/mol. [111]
Anionic O-H-O− interactions are no exception with bond lengths in the range 2.4-
2.5 A˚ and binding energies of about -28 kcal/mol. [112, 113, 114] As a point of com-
parison, the O-O distance in water dimer, classified as a neutral moderate hydrogen
bond, is 2.976 A˚ with a binding energy of about -5 kcal/mol. Short hydrogen bonds,
such as O-H-O− bonds, are usually centrosymmetric, which means that the proton is
drawn to the midpoint of the O-O axis and therefore can no longer be associated with
either a donor or acceptor. This has implications for the theoretical treatment of such
bonds, as we will discuss below.
Phenylphosphonic acid is one of the most common phosphonic acids used to prepare
metal phosphonates comprising layered structures. Phosphonic acids are commonly ob-
served to form short, linear hydrogen bonds as the basis of their solid state structures.
However, quantitative data (both theoretical and experimental) as to the strength of
these bonds is lacking. In this chapter, we use theoretical methods to study both the ge-
ometry and energetics of the hydrogen bonding interaction in the organophosphonates.
The effect of substituents on the strength and geometry of the hydrogen bonding in-
teraction is also considered. Further, we aim to understand, and possibly quantify, the
effect of the crystal field on the structure of the phenylphosphonic acid molecules in
the organophosphonates.
4.2 Previous Studies
One of the most extensively studied anionic hydrogen-bonded systems has been the
hydroxide hydrate anion, (HOH· · ·OH)−. An initial discrepancy in the experimentally
obtained enthalpy of formation sparked several theoretical studies aimed at determin-
ing the structure and binding energy. Early studies by Newton and Ehrenson [115]
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at the HF/4-31G level of theory suggested a binding energy of -40.7 kcal/mol. The
minimum energy structure was found to have an O· · ·O distance of 2.597 A˚ with a flat
potential energy surface for transfer of the proton from donor to acceptor, a feature
characteristic of short, particularly centrosymmetric, hydrogen-bonded systems. En-
ergy calculations performed by Del Bene [116] at the MP4SDQ/6-31+G(2d,2p) level
of theory on Hartree-Fock geometries yielded a much lower binding energy of -26.6
kcal/mol. This study also emphasised the importance of including electron correla-
tion and adding diffuse functions to the basis on non-hydrogen atoms. Gronert [112]
calculated the potential energy surface for proton transfer using MP2/6-31+G(d,p) ge-
ometries and located a transition state with a binding energy of -27.8 kcal/mol. The
transition state disappeared with the inclusion of zero-point energy corrections. DFT
calculations [113] predict an O· · ·O distance of 2.463 A˚, a binding energy of -28.62
kcal/mol and a 0.1 kcal/mol barrier to proton transfer. [114] These findings suggest
that the amplitude for proton motion along the O· · ·O axis is large.
There have also been studies concerning the effect of substituents on the binding energy
and shape of the proton transfer potential. Wolfe, et al [117] calculated the proton
transfer potential for the (CH3OH· · ·OCH3)− system at both the HF and MP levels
of theory. The binding energy, calculated at the MP2/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory
on HF geometries, was determined to be -27.4 kcal/mol. This was consistent with
experimental measurements, which indicated that methyl substitution increased the
binding by 1-2 kcal/mol. The HF calculations also predicted a small barrier to proton
transfer, which subsequently disappeared with the inclusion of electron correlation.
Still larger substituents appear to have little effect on the binding energy; the binding
energy of acetate dimer, (CH3COOH· · ·OOCH3), was determined experimentally [118]
to be -29.3 kcal/mol, less than 1 kcal/mol lower than the lowest energy calculated for
hydroxide hydrate anion.
The dimer of phosphinic acid is currently the strongest known neutral dimer and also
closely resembles our system of interest, phenylphosphonic acid dimer. DFT calcula-
tions [109] have predicted a binding energy of -23.2 kcal/mol, which is the same as that
calculated for the dimethyl derivative of phosphinic acid and in good agreement with
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Figure 4.1: Hydrogen bonding interaction between phenylphosphonic acid dimers.
the only experimental measurement available (-23.9 ± 6 kcal/mol). These findings are
consistent with those for hydroxy hydrate anion, namely that substituents appear to
have a minor effect on the strength of the hydrogen bonding interaction.
4.3 Computational Details
4.3.1 System, Functional and Basis Set Selection
In Chapter 1 we described the structure and composition of the organophosphonates
under study in this work. We noted that each member of the family contains chains
of phenylphosphonic acid molecules linked by single, linear hydrogen bonds to form
dimers. These negatively charged dimers form two hydrogen bonds with each other
to form chains along the b axis of the crystal. There are also dispersion interactions
between the aromatic rings of dimers in adjacent chains to form sheets. A fragment of
one of these sheets is shown in Figure 4.1. We have thus simulated phenylphosphonic
acid dimer in two different hydrogen bonding scenarios to represent the two arrange-
ments present in the molecular crystal: a negatively charged dimer linked by a single
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Figure 4.2: Phenylphosphonic acid dimer model systems. Left: single, linear H-bonded dimer. Right:
two H-bonds dimer.
hydrogen bond and a neutral dimer of acid molecules linked by two hydrogen bonds,
as shown in Figure 4.2. The initial coordinates for each structure were obtained from
the bulk crystal, the structure of which was determined by single-crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion. [3] The geometries of each model system were optimised, without constraints and
the binding energy was calculated as follows:
∆E = EAB − (EA + EB) (4.1)
where EAB is the total energy of the relaxed dimer and EA and EB are the total energies
of the relaxed constituent fragments. Since binding energies of stable complexes are
always negative, a higher binding energy denotes a less negative energy and hence less
strong binding. Counterpoise corrections were not performed in this work. As stated
in the previous chapter, this procedure is not implemented in DMol3.
One conclusion from the numerical basis set study of the previous chapter was that the
PBE functional performed very well for geometries but had a tendency to overbind.
In contrast, the HCTH and BLYP functionals performed less well for geometries but
produced more accurate energies. These trends were reflected in the results for phos-
phinic acid dimer, the test system which most closely resembles phenylphosphonic acid
dimer. Since the only experimental information available for phenylphosphonic acid
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dimer is the geometric parameters, it would make sense to choose a functional on the
basis of its ability to accurately predict geometries. Hence, the geometry of each model
system has been optimised and the binding energy calculated with the PBE functional
in combination with the DNP basis. We have assumed, based on the data for phos-
phinic acid dimer, that PBE will produce a lower binding energy (too strong binding)
for phenylphosphonic acid dimer than the HCTH or BLYP functionals. To test this
assumption, we have also performed single-point energy calculations using the HCTH
functional on the PBE-optimised geometry for the single H-bond dimer only.
No ionic hydrogen-bonded dimers were included in the numerical basis set study. To
confirm the reliability of the numerical basis sets for these systems, we have also cal-
culated the binding energy of the single H-bond dimer using the PBE functional in
combination with the Gaussian-type 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Relaxations and Binding Energy – Unsubstituted Dimers
The energy of hydrogen bonds in the solid state cannot be directly measured. However,
computer simulations allow us to isolate these interactions and study them quantita-
tively in the gas phase. Geometry and continuum effects tend to decrease the strengths
of ionic hydrogen bonds in solids so gas phase binding energies provide an upper limit
to the bond strength. [111]
The binding energy for the optimised single H-bond arrangement was calculated to
be -27.1 kcal/mol with the PBE functional and DNP basis and -26.4 kcal/mol with
the Gaussian-type basis, thus confirming the suitability of the numerical basis sets
to describe ionic hydrogen-bonded systems. An additional calculation on the PBE-
optimised geometry with the HCTH functional and DNP basis yielded a binding energy
of -23.6 kcal/mol, which suggests that the energies obtained with the PBE functional
are slightly over-estimated. All energies obtained are consistent with those calculated
for phosphinic acid dimer and for the other (HOH· · ·OH)− systems, described earlier.
The geometry of the PBE-optimised structure is in excellent agreement with the ex-
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Table 4.1: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structures for single H-bond dimer.
Experiment Optimised
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.426 2.414
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.213 1.207
O-H-O,o 180 180
C-P-O-H,o 82.250 62.663
perimental one, as shown in Table 4.1. The biggest discrepancy concerns the C-P-O-H
torsion angle, which is larger in the experimental structure than the optimised one
and is probably due to compression effects in the crystal. Crystal field effects will be
discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.3.
Calculations were also performed on the unrelaxed structure, i.e. the dimer was held
fixed at the experimental geometry. The binding energy was computed to be -54.7
kcal/mol with the DNP basis and -54.2 kcal/mol with the Gaussian-type basis. The
difference in binding between the relaxed and experimental structures may be under-
stood in terms of the O-O distance. The O-O distance in the relaxed dimer is shorter
than in the experimental one, hence we might expect the optimised structure to be
more strongly bound. However, this shortening pushes the two negative oxygen atoms
closer together, thereby increasing repulsion and slightly de-stabilising the dimer. A
higher binding energy (less negative energy, therefore less strong binding) is the final
result.
We have also performed calculations on the uncharged double H-bond dimer. The main
geometric parameters for both the optimised and experimental structure are compared
in Table 4.2. The binding energy of the relaxed structure is calculated to be -22.8
kcal/mol, slightly weaker than that obtained for the single H-bond dimer, as expected
because the double H-bond dimer is not charged. The binding energy of the dimer
at the experimental geometry was computed to be -15.4 kcal/mol. Table 4.2 reveals
that the O · · ·H distance in the optimised structure is shorter than in the experimental
one, though the O · · ·O is slightly longer. It is reasonable to infer that this shortening
results in an increased binding energy for the optimised structure. This is in contrast
to the single H-bond dimer where shortening of the O · · ·O distance in the optimised
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structure lead to increased repulsion between the oxygens and hence a higher binding
energy than the experimental structure.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structure for double H-bond dimer.
Experiment Optimised
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.517 2.572
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.724 1.546
O-H-O,o 175.193 175.129
C-P-O-H,o 102.888 95.991
Insight into the nature of the hydrogen bonding interaction between phenylphophonic
acid molecules may be obtained by examining the electron density map of the single
H-bond dimer, Figure 4.3. Positive regions (red) correspond to electron deficient areas
while negative regions (blue) correspond to electron rich areas. We note that although
electron density maps are quantitatively calculated, their real value lies in their use
as a tool to qualitatively compare the electron distributions in chemically different
structures.
Figure 4.3 shows that much of the electron density is concentrated in and around the
hydrogen bond which links the phenylphosphonic acid and anion molecules. This area
contains a number of oxygen atoms, which pull electron density out of the aromatic
rings thereby leaving them electron deficient. Addition of a second dimer to form a
chain fragment does little to alter this behaviour, as shown in Figure 4.4. The hydrogen
bonds linking the phenylphosphonic acid molecules form an electron-rich ‘spine’, which
runs along the b axis of the crystal.
4.4.2 Relaxations and Binding Energy – Substituted Dimers
A second series of mixed-ligand copper organophosphonate materials was recently syn-
thesised. [119] These new compounds are similar to the materials described in Chapter
1, but phenylphosphonic acid was replaced by a substituted phenylphosphonic acid
derivative, i.e. the aromatic ring bears either a nitro (NO2) group or methyl (CH3)
group in place of one hydrogen, as shown in Figure 4.5 for the nitro substituted dimer.
The molecular unit of the new structures is analogous to that of the parent compounds
– a five-coordinate [Cu(phen)2X]+ cation with two acid molecules in some arrangement
functioning as a counter-ion. In this section, we will consider the effects of the ni-
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Figure 4.3: Electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density calculated at the PBE/DNP
level of theory for the single H-bond dimer.
Figure 4.4: Electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density calculated at the PBE/DNP
level of theory for two single H-bond dimers.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of main geometric parameters (experimental) between nitro-substituted and
unsubstituted phenylphosphonic acid dimers.
Nitro-substituted Unsubtituted
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.433 2.426
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.498 1.213
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 0.943 1.213
O-H-O,o 170.748 180.000
C-P-O-H,o 74.921 82.250
C-P-O-H,o 79.243 82.250
tro and methyl substituents on the geometry and energetics of the hydrogen bonding
interaction.
The molecular unit of the nitro-substituted organophosphonate contains an acid and
anion molecule linked by a single H-bond. The main geometric parameters of the nitro
substituted dimer are compared with those of the unsubstituted parent in Table 4.3.
An immediate observation is that the nitro-substituted dimer is not symmetric; the
two torsion angles are inequivalent as are the O · · ·H bond lengths. It follows from
the latter observation that the hydrogen bond in the nitro-substituted dimer is not
centrosymmetric, i.e. the hydrogen atom can be unambiguously associated with the
proton-donating (acid) fragment.
The geometry of the nitro-substituted dimer was optimised in the same manner as that
for the unsubstituted dimers, with the PBE functional and DNP basis set. Table 4.4
shows that the optimised structure is more symmetric than the experimental one. The
O · · ·O distance is shorter in the optimised structure and the hydrogen atom has been
drawn away from the donating acid towards the midpoint of the hydrogen bond, which
Table 4.4: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structure for nitro-substituted phenylphosphonic acid dimer.
Experiment Optimised
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.433 2.422
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.498 1.154
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 0.943 1.268
O-H-O,o 170.748 178.741
C-P-O-H,o 74.921 60.355
C-P-O-H,o 79.243 58.265
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is considerably more linear (178.741o) than in the experimental structure (170.748o).
The largest discrepancy between experiment and theory again concerns the C-P-O-H
torsion angles. A contraction of the O · · ·O distance and a decrease in C-P-O-H torsion
angle was also observed for the unsubstituted single H-bond dimer.
We have also examined the effect of the substituent on the binding energy of the dimer.
Nitro groups are known to be strong electron withdrawing agents hence we might expect
the hydrogen bond in the nitro-substituted dimer to be weaker than its unsubstituted
analogue. Furthermore, the O · · ·O distance in the nitro-substituted dimer is slightly
longer than in the unsubstituted parent and this also suggests that the hydrogen bond
may be weaker. In fact, the binding energy of the nitro-substituted dimer is calculated
to be -31.75 kcal/mol, about 5 kcal/mol stronger than the unsubstituted single H-bond
dimer.
This initially counter-intuitive result may be readily explained by considering the dis-
sociation constants of the substituted and nitro-substituted dimers. Nagarajan, et al
determined the dissociation constants of 36 substituted phenylphosphonic acids. [120]
They found that nitro-substituted phenylphosphonic acid had a significantly lower dis-
sociation constant (pKa=1.28) than its unsubstituted parent (1.86). The dissociation
constant is a measure of how readily an acid dissociates into H+ and its conjugate base,
i.e. how readily it will donate its proton (for a monoprotic acid); lower dissociation
constants denote stronger acids. Since the formation of a hydrogen bond weakens the
A-H bond of the proton donor, we can argue that acids which readily donate their
protons (strong acids) may more readily form hydrogen bonds. Hence, we could argue
that nitro-substituted phenylphosphonic acid is a stronger acid and we could therefore
expect it to form a stronger hydrogen bond. Another possibility is that the stronger
binding is merely a result of geometric differences between the substituted and unsub-
stituted single H-bond dimers. To test this hypothesis, we performed an additional
single-point energy calculation on the relaxed nitro-substituted dimer whereby the ni-
tro groups were replaced with hydrogen atoms. The binding energy of this structure
was calculated to be -26.69 kcal/mol, similar to that obtained for the unsubstituted
single H-bond dimer. Hence, the stronger binding energy of the nitro-substituted dimer
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Figure 4.5: Electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density calculated at the PBE/DNP
level of theory for the nitro-substituted single H-bond phenylphosphonic acid dimer.
must have electronic effects (exerted by the nitro groups) at its origin.
Figure 4.5 shows that the electron density distribution of the nitro-substituted dimer is
qualitatively similar to that of its unsubstituted parent: much of the electron density
is concentrated in and around the hydrogen bond linking the two fragment molecules.
The oxygen atoms attached to the nitrogen of the nitro group are also electron-rich.
The molecular unit of the methyl-substituted organophosphonate also contains an acid
and anion molecule linked by a single H-bond. The structure of the methyl-substituted
single H-bond dimer is almost identical to that of its unsubstituted parent, as Table 4.5
shows. The hydrogen bond linking the two fragments is linear and centrosymmetric. In
contrast to both the nitro and unsubstituted dimers, geometry optimisation lengthens,
rather than shortens, the O · · ·O distance, Table 4.6. Given the similarity between
the methyl-substituted and unsubstituted geometries and the fact that methyl groups
are only very weakly electron donating, we might expect the binding energy of the
methyl-substituted dimer to be very similar to the unsubstituted single H-bond dimer.
This is indeed the case; the binding energy of the methyl-substituted dimer is predicted
to be -26.01 kcal/mol. Figure 4.6 shows that the electron density distribution of the
methyl-substituted dimer is almost identical to that of the unsubstituted dimer and
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Table 4.5: Comparison of main geometric parameters (experimental) between methyl-substituted and
unsubstituted phenylphosphonic acid dimers.
Methyl-substituted Unsubstituted
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.410 2.426
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.208 1.213
O-H-O,o 180.000 180.000
C-P-O-H,o 87.978 82.250
Table 4.6: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structures for methyl-substituted phenylphosphonic acid single H-bond dimer.
Experiment Optimised
d(O · · ·O), A˚ 2.410 2.415
d(O · · ·H), A˚ 1.208 1.208
O-H-O,o 180.000 179.998
C-P-O-H,o 87.978 75.805
very similar to that of the nitro-substituted dimer.
4.4.3 Crystal Field Effects
The crystalline field is the total influence of the crystal surroundings on a target
molecule. A large amount of information about molecular structure now comes from
the crystal structure. Implicit in these descriptions is the assumption that the crys-
tal environment has not affected bond lengths and therefore the overall structure of
the molecule. This hypothesis was originally formulated by the Russian crystallogra-
pher Kitaigorodsky [121], who believed that the major effect of the crystalline field on
molecular structure was to compress the molecule and promote favourable stacking by
distorting torsion angles. In recent studies [122, 123] of crystal structures containing
metal complexes, it was found that the crystalline field can indeed significantly affect
bond lengths. Let us then examine the hydrogen bonding interaction between the
unsubstituted phenylphosphonic acid dimers in light of Kitaigorodsky’s hypothesis.
In Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 we saw how geometry optimisation of the single H-bonded
dimers tended to decrease C-P-O-H torsion angles and shorten O · · ·O distances. The
optimisations were performed in the gas-phase, i.e. the dimers were modelled in com-
plete isolation from the crystal environment. Hence, it is pertinent to ask, which
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Figure 4.6: Electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density calculated at the PBE/DNP
level of theory for the methyl-substituted single H-bond phenylphosphonic acid dimer.
features of the crystal environment are responsible for the observed experimental ge-
ometries of the single H-bonded dimers?
Figure 4.1 shows that in addition to hydrogen bonding interactions between dimers to
form chains, there are also dispersion interactions between the aromatic rings of the
dimers to form an acid ‘sheet’. As a first step, let us assume that the discrepancies
between the experimental and optimised structures are caused by a failure to account
for these aromatic ring interactions. Interactions between aromatic rings are very weak,
hence the rings probably represent more of a steric, rather than chemical constraint. To
test our assumption, we have constructed a model of the single H-bond dimer in which
the aromatic rings of adjacent dimers have been included, as shown in Figure 4.7. The
aromatic rings of the adjacent dimers were constrained in their experimental positions
while the single H-bond dimer was allowed to relax, without constraints. In this model,
the O · · ·O distance still shortens to 2.417 A˚ but the C-P-O-H angle only decreases
to 74.989o, in better agreement with the experimentally observed angle of 82.250o.
Hence, steric constraints imposed by the aromatic rings are not alone responsible for
the experimentally observed geometry.
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Figure 4.7: Unsubstituted single H-bond phenylphosphonic acid dimer with aromatic rings from
adjacent dimer molecules. Red atoms have been constrained in their experimental positions while grey
atoms have been allowed to relax, without constraints.
We have made repeated mention of the hydrogen bonding interaction between dimers to
form chains. These hydrogen bonds could be considered as chemical rather than steric
constraints. It would thus be sensible to construct a model in which these interactions
are included. Hence, in addition to the aromatic rings of adjacent dimers, we have added
two single H-bond dimers which form hydrogen bonds with our target dimer, as shown
in Figure 4.8. Once again, all molecules except for the target dimer were constrained
in their experimental positions while the target dimer was allowed to relax, without
constraints. In this model, the O · · ·O distance still contracts to 2.418 A˚ but the C-P-
O-H angle increases to 109.681o. Steric constraints together with chemical constraints
imposed by the hydrogen bonding interaction are still not sufficient to reproduce the
experimentally observed geometry. Furthermore, a possible problem with this model
is that it carries a large negative charge of -3 (each dimer unit carries a charge of -
1). In the crystal, the phenylphosphonic acid dimer anions are charge-balanced by the
copper-halogen cations, which carry a charge of +1.
In the final model for this section, we include the charge-balancing cation in addition
to the aromatic rings of adjacent dimers, as shown in Figure 4.9.1 The copper-halogen
1An ideal model would also include the hydrogen bonding interactions included in the previous
model however, to maintain charge neutrality, this would require the addition of two extra cations to
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Figure 4.8: Unsubstituted single H-bond phenylphosphonic acid dimer with aromatic rings from
adjacent dimer molecules and hydrogen bonding dimers. Red atoms have been constrained in their
experimental positions while grey atoms have been allowed to relax, without constraints.
cation and aromatic rings have been constrained while the target dimer was allowed to
relax. In contrast to the previous two models, the O · · ·O distance increases to 2.475 A˚.
The C-P-O-H angle also increases to 94.119o. It is tempting to conclude that electro-
static forces induced by the copper-halogen cation act to lengthen the O · · ·O distance.
However, the model shown in Figure 4.8 also contains electrostatic interactions in the
form of hydrogen bonding anions. Hence, it is more likely that the presence of an un-
paired electron (associated with the Cu2+ cation) in the current model is responsible
for the observed lengthening. This hypothesis is supported by masNMR data (unpub-
lished), which show an interaction between the phosphorus atoms of the anion and the
copper centre.
The C-P-O-H torsion angle appears to be most sensitive to crystal field effects, in
agreement with Kitaigorodsky’s hypothesis. In a recent study [122] of the effects of the
crystal field on crystal structures containing metal complexes, torsion angles showed
deviations of up to 47o. The O · · ·O bond length also appears to be affected by the
crystal environment, in apparent contradiction of Kitaigorodsky’s hypothesis but in
support of the findings of recent studies. [122, 123] The discrepancies between experi-
the current model, i.e. three phenylphosphonic acid anions balanced by three copper-halogen cations.
Calculations on such a model were attempted but proved too computationally complex.
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Figure 4.9: Unsubstituted single H-bond phenylphosphonic acid dimer with aromatic rings from
adjacent dimer molecules and copper-halogen cation. Red atoms have been constrained in their exper-
imental positions while grey atoms have been allowed to relax, without constraints.
ment and theory in each model considered were less than 0.01 A˚ however, this is still
larger than the uncertainty in the x-ray structure (by about one order of magnitude).
Overall, the results of this section suggest that the observed experimental geometry of
the single H-bond dimer is a complex product of competing intra- and intermolecular
forces and crystal field effects.
4.4.4 Cooperative Phenomena
The formation of a hydrogen bond induces changes in both the geometric and electronic
structures of the participating sub-units. For example, it is often observed that a chain
of hydrogen-bonded molecules is more strongly bound than an individual hydrogen-
bonded dimer would be in isolation. This effect is but one example of the ‘cooperative’
nature of hydrogen bonds and it is this cooperativity that leads to the common occur-
rence of assemblies of hydrogen-bonded molecules in solids. [124]
In order to investigate cooperative effects in the organophosphonate family,2 we first
constructed a toy model consisting of a chain of six pairs of copper-halogen cations and
phenylphosphonic acid dimer anions, as shown in Figure 4.10 for the iodo-form. The
2Recall that the four members of the organophosphonate family are distinguished by the halogen
bound to the copper ion. The crystals are structurally identical in every other respect.
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Figure 4.10: A fragment of six cation-anion pairs along the b axis for the iodo-form.
chain is a one-dimensional fragment of the b axis of the crystal; all atoms are in their
experimental positions. An unpaired spin was associated with each cation-anion pair
(the copper ion is in a +2 oxidation state and is therefore paramagnetic) although the
entire model is electrically neutral. To reduce the computational effort required, only
single-point energies were calculated.
A meaningful interpretation of the results requires that we define the term ‘interaction
energy’ for the systems being studied in this work. Figure 4.11 shows two cation-anion
pairs for the iodo-form, where the dashed green line denotes the ’interaction interface’.
We can see that the hydrogen bonds linking the phenylphosphonic acid dimers, elec-
trostatic interactions between the copper complex cations and phenylphosphonic acid
dimer anions and dispersion forces will all contribute to the interaction energy to vary-
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Figure 4.11: A cation-anion pair for the iodo-form. The dashed green line denotes the ‘interaction
interface’.
ing degrees. Our aim in this section is to understand how the addition of cation-anion
pairs to a chain affects interactions between each cation-anion pair in the chain at the
interaction interface.
We have calculated one-body, two-body and three-body interaction energies, which we
have defined as follows.
The one-body interaction energy for n cation-anion pairs is defined as,
E1int(n) = [E
n
chain − n(Epair)]−E1int(n− 1), (4.2)
where E1int is the one-body interaction energy, E
n
chain is the total energy of a chain of
n cation-anion pairs and Epair is the total energy of a single cation-anion pair. For
n = 2, E1int(n − 1) = 0 and (4.2) simply reduces to the expression in square brackets.
For n ≥ 3, (4.2) is calculated iteratively. We have calculated E1int(n) for n = 3− 6.
We have also calculated two-body and three-body interaction energies using expressions
similar to (4.2). For the sake of clarity, we have explicitly defined n in the following
equations. For two cation-anion pairs, the two-body interaction energy is defined as,
E2int(4) = E
4
chain − 2E2chain, (4.3)
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Table 4.7: Many-body energies (in kcal) as a function of number of units for each member of the
organophosphonate family. A unit is defined as a cation-anion pair.
Units I Cl Br NCS
ONE-BODY
2 -12.29 -7.47 -15.42 -19.38
3 -11.72 -6.85 -14.78 -18.77
4 -11.53 -6.66 -14.59 -18.60
5 -11.46 -6.57 -14.50 -18.52
6 -11.41 -6.52 -14.46 -18.48
TWO-BODY
4 -10.96 -6.04 -13.95 -17.98
6 -10.57 -5.62 -13.55 -17.62
THREE-BODY
6 -10.39 -5.43 -13.36 -17.44
where E2int(4) is the two-body interaction energy for 4 cation-anion pairs, E
4
chain is the
total energy of a chain of 4 cation-anion pairs and E2chain is the total energy for a chain
of two cation-anion pairs.
For three cation-anion pairs, the two-body interaction energy is defined as,
E2int(6) = (E
6
chain − 3E2chain)−E2int(4). (4.4)
Finally, the three-body interaction energy is defined as,
E3int(6) = E
6
chain − 2E3chain. (4.5)
Results are shown in Table 4.7.
An immediate observation from Table 4.7 is that the interaction energies vary according
to the halogen attached to the copper ion, with NCS having the strongest interaction
energies and Cl the weakest. There does not appear to be any correlation between the
magnitude of the interaction energy and the size of the halogen. It is also reasonable to
infer that dispersion is not the main contribution to the interaction energy. If this were
the case, we would expect the iodo-form to have the largest interaction energy, since
iodine is the largest of the halogens considered and therefore the most polarisable.
The interaction energies are essentially converged by the addition of the third unit
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Table 4.8: Temperature range, in degrees Celsius, in which each member of the organophosphonate
family begins to decompose. citeclarke02
I Cl Br NCS
220-350o 40-350o 230-380o 250-380o
for the one-body interactions and vary only little for the two-body and three-body
interactions. This suggests that the interaction between cation-anion pairs is mostly
local and one-body in nature.
Contrary to our discussion of cooperative effects at the beginning of this section, the
interaction energy decreases, rather than increases, as the chain grows, that is, the chain
becomes less stable with the addition of cation-anion pairs. This sort of weakening is
commonly referred to as negative cooperativity and arises when a molecule acts as a
double proton donor and proton acceptor. Inspection of Figure 4.11 shows that the
phenylphopshonic acid molecules bear two OH groups each and this allows them to
act as double proton donors and acceptors. The slight destabilisation caused by such
an arrangement must be outweighed by stabilising forces not included in the current
model.
It would be desirable to relate the calculated interaction energies with some observable
physical property of the organophosphonate materials. The results of thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) experiments [4] may be helpful in this respect. In a TGA
experiment, the mass of a sample in a controlled environment is recorded as a function
of temperature versus time. The stepwise mass losses can be used to calculate sam-
ple decomposition reactions of volatile, organic and inorganic constituents. Table 4.8
shows that there appears to be a reasonable correlation between the onset of melting
and the calculated interaction energies. Cl was calculated to have the weakest inter-
action energy and has the lowest melting-onset temperature.3 Conversely, NCS was
calculated to have the strongest interaction energy and has the highest melting-onset
temperature. While the experimental results are certainly not definitive, they do serve
as a useful guide.
3We note that, in the case of Cl, melting temperatures of less than 100oC usually indicate the
presence of surface, non-chemically bound water. Having taken this fact into account, we have assumed
(given the results for Br, I and NCS) that the melting-onset temperature will still be lowest for Cl.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we calculated the binding energies and geometries of substituted and
unsubstituted phenylphosphonic acid dimers. We also considered the effect of various
parts of the crystal field on the geometry of a single, unsubstituted phenylphosphonic
acid dimer anion and analysed cooperative phenomena as a function of chain length for
each member of the organophosphonate family.
The optimised geometries of each dimer system studied were in good agreement with the
experimentally determined geometries. The calculated binding energies were consistent
with those of other ionic hydrogen bonded systems. The binding energy of the methyl-
substituted dimer was close to that of its unsubstituted parent, as expected given the
similarity between the structures of the two dimers and their respective electron density
distributions. The nitro-substituted dimer was found to have a lower binding energy
than both the methyl and unsubstituted dimers. The crystal packing arrangements
for each of the three different dimers are similar. We are thus tempted to conclude
that the structure is robust to changes in the phenylphosphonic acid. However, it is
unclear whether differences in crystal packing are caused by the the identity of the
substituent or merely its position on the aromatic ring (ortho-, meta- or para-). The
work of Nagarajan, et al [120] appears to suggest that the identity of the substituent
is not as important as its position on the ring. Further studies are currently underway
to address this issue.
The C-P-O-H torsion angle was found to be the most sensitive geometric parameter to
crystal field effects, in agreement with Kitaigorodsky’s hypothesis. Different parts of
the crystal field were found to affect the O· · ·O bond length in different ways. When
the dimer was simulated in isolation, the O· · ·O distance contracted and this did not
change with the inclusion of hydrogen bonding interactions. In contrast, the inclusion
of electrostatic effects (in the form of a copper complex cation) increased the O· · ·O
distance. Larger, more sophisticated models may shed more light on this important
problem.
Finally, we found that interaction energies between cation-anion pairs varied according
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to the halogen attached to the copper ion: NCS was found to have the strongest
interaction energies and Cl the weakest. One feature common to each member of the
organophosphonate family is that the interaction energies are converged by the addition
of the third unit for the one-body interactions, with little variation between the two-
body and three-body interactions. This ultimately suggests that interactions between
cation-anion pairs are mostly one-body and local in nature.
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Metal-Ligand Interactions in the
Copper-Halogen Cations
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we looked in detail at the intermolecular hydrogen bonding
interaction between the phenylphosphonic acid molecules in the organophosphonates.
In this chapter we turn our attention to the intramolecular metal-ligand interactions
that characterise the other component of the organophosphonates under study in this
thesis – the copper-halogen-phenanthroline cations.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the iodo-form of the organophosphonate family displayed
some curious properties, which were different to those of the other complexes. In
addition to some initial uncertainty concerning the charge of the copper ion, the iodo-
form was the only species for which the starting material could be isolated and it
was found to exist in two polymorphic forms [2]; one of these polymorphs is shown
in Figure 5.2. Both types of polymorph contain ribbons of [Cu(C12H8N2)2]+ cations
together with unassociated I− positioned in the voids, i.e. the iodine is not bound
to the copper ion in either polymorph and the copper ion exists in a +1 oxidation
state. The reaction of these complexes with phenylphosphonic acid in a hydrothermal
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synthesis at 160oC produced the structures under study in this work, [3] as shown in
Figure 5.1.
[Cu(phen)2]+· I− A,B−→ [CuI(phen)2][(C6H5PO(OH)2)(C6H5PO2(OH)]
Figure 5.1: Reaction scheme showing conversion of Cu(I) starting material to Cu(II) product, where
A=heat, B=phenylphosphonic acid and phen=1,10-phenanthroline.
During the course of the reaction, the copper ion undergoes a change of oxidation
state, from +1 to +2. The I− counter-ion simultaneously binds to the copper ion, thus
forming a five- instead of four-coordinate complex.1 The theoretical simulation of this
reaction will form one aspect of this chapter.
That there are structural differences between Cu(I) and Cu(II) complexes is well
known [125] and is an interesting property inherent to copper coordination compounds.
Cu(I) has a d10 electronic configuration and is typically four-coordinate with approxi-
mate tetrahedral geometry. Cu(II) is d9 and adopts a Jahn-Teller distorted geometry
that is usually 5- or 6-coordinate. The structures of the Cu(I) polymorph starting
material and the Cu(II) organophosphonate product are consistent with these observa-
tions.
An understanding of the stereochemical preferences of Cu(I) and Cu(II) compounds is
relevant to their use in photochemical applications. Cuprous bis-phenanthroline com-
pounds possess metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited states, which make
them attractive candidates for photochemical devices, such as solar energy convert-
ers, chemical sensors and photocatalysts. Complexes of ruthenium(II), osmium(II) and
rhenium(I) have traditionally been employed for these applications however, these el-
ements are generally expensive and environmentally hazardous. In contrast, copper is
less toxic and less expensive and thus represents a viable alternative to ruthenium-based
devices.
The majority of copper(I) photochemical research has focused on the complexes of
disubstituted phenanthrolines because the MLCT states in these systems are long-
1It is interesting to note that although two polymorphs were identified for the starting material,
only one product was isolated.
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Figure 5.2: A single unit cell of a Cu(I)bis-(1,10-phenanthroline) polymorph. Different atoms are
distinguished by the following colours: grey–carbon, white–hydrogen, blue–nitrogen, orange–copper,
purple–iodine.
lived, even at room temperature. In contrast, the parent (unsubstituted) compound
is non-emissive under the same conditions and has therefore been less well studied.
Although we have not considered the excited state properties of the Cu(I) and Cu(II)
complexes, knowledge of the stereochemical preferences of Cu complexes in different
oxidation states is still relevant to our original aim of using theoretical methods to
understand interactions in complex environments.
5.2 Previous Studies
Complexes of transition metals, such as the copper complexes described above, are
often characterised by charge-transfer interactions and have unpaired electrons. The
theoretical treatment of such systems, particularly within DFT, is complicated and
fraught with problems. In this section, we will discuss the main problems in the context
of previous studies.
The modern theory of charge-transfer complexes was pioneered by Mulliken. [126] In
his approach, the ground state wavefunction of a charge-transfer complex is written as
ΨDA = a ψ0(D,A) + b ψ1(D+, A−), (5.1)
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where a À b and D and A refer to the electron donor and acceptor, respectively. In
physical terms, equation (5.1) implies that the charge-transfer complex may be consid-
ered a mixture of an ionic pair state, ψ1(D+, A−), and a non-ionic pair, ψ0(D,A). Mul-
liken’s theory successfully explained many spectroscopic and structural results however,
it failed to predict the stability of some complexes. It was later argued that the charge-
transfer interaction alone was not sufficient to describe all properties of charge-transfer
complexes. Subsequent energy decomposition studies by Morokuma [127] showed that
interactions other than simple charge-transfer, particularly electrostatic, are important.
The primary charge-transfer interaction in the copper-iodine-phenanthroline cations is
the Cu-I bond.2 The unique and interesting electronic structure of the transition metal
dihalides, particularly the copper dihalides, has made them the subject of extensive
theoretical and experimental studies. Wang and Schwarz [128] undertook a density
functional study of the first row transition metal dihalides with the dual aim of studying
the electronic properties of the ground states and assessing the performance of DFT
for these types of systems. They found that DFT performed adequately for structural
and vibrational properties but consistently over-estimated dissociation energies (too-
strong binding) by about 0.5-1 eV. This is consistent with an earlier DFT study of
ethylene-halogen complexes by Ruiz, et al. [129] The authors found that interaction
energies were strongly overestimated within both the LDA and GGA. They attributed
this behaviour to the too-rapid asymptotic decay of the exchange-correlation potential,
which is associated with an incomplete cancellation of the self-interaction error.
In Section 5.4.2 of this chapter, we consider the dissociation of the charge-transfer com-
plex [CuI]+. The self-interaction error can be particularly pronounced in dissociating
(‘stretched’) odd-electron systems, leading as before to an over-estimation of the dis-
sociation energy. In addition, the dissociation curves for such systems are commonly
observed to contain spurious energy barriers. Bally and Sastry [130] calculated the
dissociation curves for H2+ and He2+ using UCCSD(T), UHF and a number of dif-
ferent exchange-correlation functionals. The DFT methods predicted an unphysical
energy barrier at large inter-fragment distances and tended asymptotically to energies
2Charge-transfer between the copper ion and phenanthroline ligands may also be important.
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lower than that of the bound species, i.e. the separated fragments were predicted to
be lower in energy than the bound dimers. Along with other authors [131], they also
noted that with the DFT methods, the spin and charge distributions of the dissociating
species remained completely uniform (delocalised) at all inter-fragment distances. The
origin of this problem is commonly attributed to the the incorrect description of the
exchange-correlation hole in stretched systems. All current approximate functionals
assume that the exchange-correlation hole is localised. However, in molecular systems,
particularly stretched molecular systems, the exchange hole may be delocalised over sev-
eral centres. Inherently local approximate functionals cannot reproduce this behaviour.
Though various remedies have been proposed [63, 132, 133, 134], the self-interaction
and exchange-correlation hole errors still plague systems with unpaired electrons.
The list of problems discussed thus far is by no means complete however, it is beyond
the scope of this work to consider the matter further here. We will consider additional
problems as they arise throughout the chapter and refer the reader to the following
reference for a more comprehensive discussion. [96]
5.3 Computational Details
5.3.1 System, Functional and Basis Set Selection
We have taken as our model systems both the starting material Cu(I) polymorph and
the Cu(II) organophosphonate product (iodo-form) cations, as shown in Figure 5.3.
The initial co-ordinates for each structure were obtained from their respective bulk
crystals, the structures of which were determined by single-crystal x-ray diffraction. [2,
3] The geometries of each model were optimised, without constraints, using the PBE
functional and DNP basis with scalar relativistic corrections. Each cation was simulated
in isolation, i.e. we have neglected the effects of the crystal environment and solvent.
All calculations were spin-unrestricted.
In Chapter 1 we described how each member of the organophosphonate family contains
a Cu(II) cation co-ordinated to two phenanthroline ligands and a halogen substituent,
either I−, Br−, Cl− or NCS−. Thus far we have mainly focussed on the iodo-form.
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Figure 5.3: Copper cation model systems. Left: Cu(I) starting material. Right: Cu(II) product.
In Section 5.4.3, we analyse and compare the charge-transfer interaction of the iodo-,
chloro- and bromo-forms. We have performed an analysis of the charge on the Cu and
halogen sites using the Mulliken scheme. We note that, since there is no quantum me-
chanical operator for atomic charge, any charge partitioning scheme will be necessarily
arbitrary. In the case of the Mulliken analysis, the results are also dependent on the
basis set used. In the current calculations the use of a consistent basis set means that
variations in the population analysis with halogen do provide a useful guide to changes
in the nature of the electronic state. The initial co-ordinates for each structure were
obtained from the respective experimental bulk crystals and the geometries of each
model were optimised using the PBE functional and DNP basis (with scalar relativistic
corrections, spin-unrestricted). Each cation was simulated in isolation and Mulliken
charges calculated for the relaxed structures.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Relaxations and Electronic Structure – Cu(I) Starting Material
and Cu(II) Product Cations
The isolation of the Cu(I) starting material provides us with a unique opportunity to
compare the geometry and electronic structure of two very similar molecules in two
different crystal environments. Inspection of Figure 5.3 reveals that the geometries
of each cation are markedly different, consistent with previous observations for Cu(I)
and Cu(II) complexes. To what extent is the difference attributable to the electronic
structure of the Cu ion or the crystal environment?
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Table 5.1: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental [2] and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structures for Cu(I) starting material.
Experiment Optimised
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.038 2.028
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 2.032 2.028
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.047 2.026
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 2.037 2.024
N1–Cu–N2,o 114.435 123.557
N2–Cu–N3,o 82.332 82.812
N3–Cu–N4,o 114.455 126.540
N4–Cu–N1,o 82.273 82.738
Table 5.2: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental [3] and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structures for Cu(II) product.
Experiment Optimised
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.123 2.179
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 1.983 2.039
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.123 2.179
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 1.983 2.039
d(Cu–I), A˚ 2.625 2.641
N1–Cu–N2,o 95.238 95.356
N2–Cu–N3,o 80.408 79.405
N3–Cu–N4,o 95.238 95.356
N4–Cu–N1,o 80.408 79.405
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We begin by comparing the geometry of the optimised structures with that of the
experimental ones for both the Cu(I) starting material and Cu(II) product, as shown
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In the case of the Cu(II) product, the agreement between
the optimised and experimental structures is excellent. Theory correctly predicts a
structure with C2 symmetry.
In the case of the Cu(I) starting material, the agreement is good as far as bond lengths
are concerned however, the agreement for bond angles is less good. Although theory
correctly predicts a structure with C1 symmetry, the optimised structure is closer to
ideal tetrahedral geometry than the experimental one, i.e. the experimental structure
is distorted from ideal tetrahedral geometry, consistent with the observations of several
authors. [135, 136, 137] This discrepancy could be attributed to crystal packing effects,
which are absent from the model currently under study. This hypothesis is supported
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance data of these complexes in solution [138], which
indicate equivalence of the two ligands at room temperature. The optimised structure,
with two equivalent phenanthroline ligands, is consistent with these observations.
In this instance, it is easier and less computationally intensive to simulate changes in
electronic structure than crystal field effects. Hence, for the next step in our inves-
tigation, we constructed a new model system consisting of a single Cu cation in the
experimentally determined product geometry. The iodine was removed and the elec-
tronic configuration at the Cu ion was changed from that of the product, d9, to that
of the starting material, d10. The system charge was set to +1. Hence, the model has
the geometry of the product Cu(II) ion but the electronic configuration of the Cu(I)
starting material. The geometry was optimised without constraints; results are shown
in Table 5.3. Note that we take as our reference for comparison the optimised structure
of the Cu(I) starting material, not the experimentally determined structure. This is
to keep all comparisons consistent, i.e. all our simulations are being carried out in the
gas-phase while the experimentally determined structures come from solid-state crystal
structure data.
Table 5.3 shows that the agreement between the Model and Reference geometric pa-
rameters is excellent. One discrepancy is that the Model has C2 symmetry while the
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Table 5.3: Comparison of main geometric parameters between cation with product geometry and
starting material electronic configuration (‘Model’) and optimised Cu(I) starting material (‘Reference’).
Model Reference
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.017 2.028
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 2.031 2.028
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.031 2.026
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 2.017 2.024
N1–Cu–N2,o 122.720 123.557
N2–Cu–N3,o 82.741 82.812
N3–Cu–N4,o 122.720 126.540
N4–Cu–N1,o 82.741 82.738
Reference has C1 symmetry. This is because the Cu(II) product cation has C2 sym-
metry while the Cu(I) starting material has C1 symmetry. The optimised Model has
retained its initial symmetry. The results show that we can make the product cation
‘look like’ the starting material by changing the electronic configuration of the Cu ion
to that of the starting material.
A logical next step would be to see whether the above experiment can work in reverse,
i.e. can we make the starting material look like the product by changing the electronic
configuration of the Cu ion? To answer this question, we constructed another model
system consisting of a single Cu cation in the experimentally determined starting ma-
terial geometry. An iodine atom was bound to the copper ion at a distance of 2.6 A˚,
approximately the Cu-I length found for the experimental structure. The electronic
configuration of the Cu ion was set to d9 and the system charge set to +1 (the iodine
carries a charge of -1). This model has the geometry of the starting material (with an
added iodine atom) but the electronic configuration of the Cu(II) product. Here as be-
fore, the geometry was optimised, without constraints. Results are shown in Table 5.4.
Again we take as our reference for comparison the optimised structure of the Cu(II)
product, not the experimentally determined structure.
Table 5.4 shows that the agreement between the Model and Reference is again very
good. As before, the symmetry of the starting material (C1) has been retained in
the optimised Model. Hence, we can make the starting material look like the product
by altering the electronic configuration of the Cu ion. It appears that the answer to
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the question posed at the beginning of this section is that the difference in geometry
between the Cu(I) starting material and Cu(II) product cation is largely attributable
to the electronic configuration of the Cu ion, not the crystal environment.
5.4.2 Charge-Spin Separation in the Dissociating [CuI]+ System
In the previous section we studied the discrete end-points of the Cu(I)→Cu(II) reac-
tion. In this section, we attempt to monitor changes in the electronic structure of the
system as the iodine moves away from the copper ion.3 To simplify the problem the
phenanthroline rings were removed from the system to leave [CuI]+. We have thus
eliminated the need for geometry optimisation at each step and only consider charge-
transfer between the copper ion and iodine atom (this is a justifiable assumption, as we
shall see in Section 5.4.3). Hence, the reaction we are simulating is Cu2+I−→Cu+ + I.
The dissociation of ionic systems with unpaired electrons requires the separation of
charge and spin. In theory, as the two sub-systems move further apart, an electron is
transferred from one fragment to the other. At large distances between the fragments,
the positive charge should concentrate at the ionic fragment (Cu+ d10, in our case) and
the spin density at the radicalic one (I p5). This phenomenon is known as charge-spin
separation. In Chapter 1 we noted that the the dissociation of odd-electron systems
presents one of the biggest challenges to practitioners of DFT. In our case, the presence
of a transition metal further complicates the problem.
3In reality, the iodine becomes bound to the copper during the course of the reaction however, for
technical reasons, dissociation is easier to simulate than association.
Table 5.4: Comparison of main geometric parameters between cation with starting material geometry
and product electronic configuration (‘Model’) and optimised Cu(II) product (‘Reference’).
Model Reference
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.185 2.179
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 2.028 2.039
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.172 2.179
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 2.027 2.039
N1–Cu–N2,o 97.991 98.356
N2–Cu–N3,o 79.618 79.405
N3–Cu–N4,o 97.430 98.356
N4–Cu–N1,o 79.702 79.405
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Figure 5.4: Dissociation curve for the reaction Cu2+I−→Cu+ + I.
The Cu–I bond length was taken as the reaction co-ordinate for the dissociation re-
action. The two atoms were moved apart in 0.05 A˚ increments and the total energy
calculated at each step using the PBE functional and DNP basis with scalar relativistic
corrections. All calculations were spin-unrestricted. The dissociation curve obtained is
shown in Figure 5.4.
Consistent with the observations of other authors, Figure 5.4 features a fictitious transi-
tion state at ∼ 4.5 A˚ and there is a subsequent decrease in energy from 5-10 A˚. As noted
earlier, this unphysical behaviour is commonly observed for dissociating odd-electron
systems and is accompanied by a severe over-estimation of the dissociation energy. The
origin of this error is a complex mixture of inter-related problems, which have been
much studied and debated in the literature. The unphysical shape of the dissociation
curve is thought to be due to the incorrect description of the exchange-correlation hole
in approximate functionals [132, 139, 133, 134], while the over-estimated dissociation
energy has been attributed to self-interaction error. [140, 133, 134] The self-interaction
error is present in all systems with unpaired electrons but becomes negligible in large,
homogeneous systems. The [CuI]+ system contains reasonably heavy atoms and hence
the error is not as pronounced as for H+2 and He
+
2 . Bally and Sastry [130] showed
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that for the hydrogen and helium dimer cations, some exchange-correlation functionals
(most notably, BLYP) produced dissociation curves which showed that the two sepa-
rated sub-systems were more stable than the bound dimers. Functionals which contain
a fraction of exact exchange (‘hybrids’) fail less badly because they are better able to
describe delocalised exchange holes. Calculations with a hybrid functional were not
attempted for [CuI]+ because only ‘pure’ functionals are supported in DMol3; the use
of other codes to perform the calculations was investigated however, we were unable to
find a suitable basis set and pseudopotential for iodine.
Another difficulty encountered during the course of these simulations, not evident from
Figure 5.4, is that the HOMO-LUMO gap decreased with increasing separation, which
subsequently lead to severe SCF convergence difficulties. Such behaviour may indicate
the presence of a state with multireference character [141] and is often observed in
systems where the bonds are stretched. In such situations, the ground state is not
a purely covalent state (for example) but is a mixture of covalent, ionic and possibly
higher states. The accurate description of such states requires the use of multiple
determinants, which significantly increases the cost of the calculation. In our case, a
smearing technique [142] was applied to aid convergence however, some authors [96]
have questioned the physical validity of such solutions.
Are any currently available methods able to overcome these problems? The Perdew-
Zunger self-interaction correction scheme does, in theory, solve the self-interaction prob-
lem. However, it is computationally intensive for large or heavy systems and remains
largely untested for systems other than atoms and chemically simple molecules. The
high-level Coupled Cluster technique does not suffer from self-interaction error but is
also impractical for systems with more than approximately ten electrons. The use of
pseudopotentials to replace core electrons can assist in making problems computation-
ally tractable however, in our case, the replacement of the iodine core electrons would
still leave a large number of electrons. The Quantum Monte Carlo technique is also
free from self-interaction error and can be used to study much larger systems than are
possible with Coupled Cluster. The problem here is that the final accuracy attainable
in a QMC calculation depends crucially on the quality of the trial wavefunction, which
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is usually obtained from a Hartree-Fock or DFT calculation. If the trial wavefunction is
self-interaction contaminated, it is unlikely to be of sufficient quality to produce mean-
ingful results in a subsequent QMC calculation. Hence, although this investigation was
not successful, the [CuI]+ system demonstrates some of the many challenges involved
in simulating open-shell systems, particularly dissociating open-shell systems.
5.4.3 Charge-Transfer Interactions in the Organophosphonate Family
So far we have only considered charge-transfer interactions in the iodo-form. In this sec-
tion, we place the iodo-form results in context by analysing and comparing the charge-
transfer interaction in the chloro- and bromo-forms. Each member of the organophos-
phonate family is structurally identical, except for the halogen attached to the copper
ion. Hence, any change in electronic structure between the three complexes is solely
attributable to a change in halogen.
The charge-transfer process is usually mediated by interactions between the frontier
orbitals of the participating donor and acceptor species. Since charge-transfer is essen-
tially an electron exchange process, the geometry of the complex must be such that
there is maximal overlap of the HOMO and LUMO. Hence, for a pure charge-transfer
interaction, the interaction energy would be directly proportional to the energy differ-
ence between the donor and acceptor orbitals.
Halogens can function as both electron-acceptors and electron-donors. The vacant anti-
bonding σu orbital of the halogen is available to accept electrons while the occupied pig
orbitals afford a pi-donor system. Experiments have established that the strength of the
charge-transfer interaction for halogen molecules increases as one goes from fluorine to
iodine, observations which have been supported by results from theoretical calculations.
In their study of ethylene-halogen complexes, Ruiz et al [129] attributed this behaviour
to the energetic properties of the LUMO of the acceptor halogen molecules. Wang and
Schwarz [128] noted that for the transition metal dihalides, the pi-donating property of
the halogen ligands destabilises the 3dpi-type orbital in the molecules. If they become
occupied by electrons, the Cu–X bond lengthens.
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As before, we begin by comparing the geometries of the optimised structures with that
of the experimentally determined ones. The initial co-ordinates for each structure were
obtained from the respective bulk crystals and the geometry optimised using the PBE
functional and DNP basis. All calculations were spin unrestricted. The geometry of
the optimised iodo-form appears in Table 5.2 however, we reproduce it in Table 5.5 to
make comparison with the chloro- and bromo-forms easier.
Table 5.5 shows that the agreement between experiment and theory is generally ex-
cellent. Cu–N bond lengths appear to slightly decrease with increasing halogen size,
while Cu–X bond lengths increase with increasing halogen size. Each complex has C2
symmetry.
The increasing Cu–X bond length on going from chlorine to iodine has two related
effects at its origin. Charge-transfer tends to lengthen bonds and the pi-donating ability
of the halogens increases going down a period. Iodine is the best pi-donor; the Cu–I
bond is therefore the longest. A decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap with increasing
pi-donating ability is another manifestation of this phenomenon,4 as shown in Table 5.6,
which also contains the computed Mulliken charges for each species. Table 5.6 shows
that as the amount of (negative) charge transferred onto the Cu centre increases, the
HOMO-LUMO gap decreases.5
Finally, we present experimental data in support of our theoretical calculations. The
solid-state UV-visible spectra of the organophosphonates have been recorded. [4] The
spectra show two bands: band A is attributed to phenanthroline absorption and occurs
at approximately the same frequency for each complex; band B, which varies from
chlorine through to iodine, is attributed to halide-to-metal charge-transfer. For a series
of similar halide complexes of a given metal ion, it has been found that the charge-
transfer absorption shifts to lower frequencies as the pi-donating ability of the halide
increases from Cl− to I−. This is observed in the complexes under study in this thesis.
4In the language of crystal field theory, good pi-donors decrease the crystal field splitting parameter,
which is analogous to the HOMO-LUMO gap.
5We note that the DFT band gap problem, which results in band gaps being underestimated for
insulators and semi-conductors, affects HOMO-LUMO gaps in the same way in molecular calculations.
This should not concern us too much, since we are only interested in qualitative trends.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of main geometric parameters between experimental and optimised
(PBE/DNP) structures for chloro-, bromo- and iodo-forms.
Experiment Optimised
X=Cl
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.146 2.195
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 1.991 2.026
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.146 2.195
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 1.991 2.026
d(Cu–X), A˚ 2.260 2.246
N1–Cu–N2,o 95.995 98.552
N2–Cu–N3,o 80.064 79.134
N3–Cu–N4,o 95.995 98.552
N4–Cu–N1,o 80.064 79.134
X=Br
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.137 2.190
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 1.988 2.023
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.137 2.190
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 1.988 2.023
d(Cu–X), A˚ 2.421 2.407
N1–Cu–N2,o 95.680 98.393
N2–Cu–N3,o 80.051 79.440
N3–Cu–N4,o 95.680 98.393
N4–Cu–N1,o 80.051 79.440
X=I
d(Cu–N1), A˚ 2.123 2.179
d(Cu–N2), A˚ 1.983 2.039
d(Cu–N3), A˚ 2.123 2.179
d(Cu–N4), A˚ 1.983 2.039
d(Cu–X), A˚ 2.625 2.641
N1–Cu–N2,o 95.238 95.356
N2–Cu–N3,o 80.408 79.405
N3–Cu–N4,o 95.238 95.356
N4–Cu–N1,o 80.408 79.405
Table 5.6: Comparison of the HOMO-LUMO (H-L) gap and charge state of the Cu and X atoms
computed using a Mulliken scheme.
Charge H-L gap, eV
Cu +0.501 -1.006
Cl -0.422
Cu +0.496 -0.835
Br -0.412
Cu +0.431 -0.600
I -0.363
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Table 5.7: UV-visible data (10−3cm−1) for the copper complexes [4].
Complex Band A Band B
Cu–Cl 39.21 27.24
Cu–Br 39.37 23.86
Cu–I 39.52 21.73
UV-visible data are presented in Table 5.7.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the stereochemical preferences of the Cu(I) and Cu(II)-
phenanthroline cations. We also attempted to monitor changes in the electronic struc-
ture of the [CuI]+ system by simulating the dissociation reaction Cu2+I−→Cu+ + I.
In the final section of this chapter, we compared the charge-transfer interaction for the
chloro-, bromo- and iodo-forms of the organophosphonate system.
The optimised geometries of each model considered were in good agreement with the
experimentally determined geometries. The discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment for the Cu(I) model was attributed to crystal packing effects, which were absent
from the model being studied. We also found that the geometry of the Cu complex
could be altered by changing the electronic configuration of the Cu ion. This suggests
that the geometric differences between the Cu(I) and Cu(II) complexes are mostly due
to changes in the electronic configuration of the Cu ion, not crystal packing effects.
We were unsuccessful in our attempt to simulate the dissociation reaction
Cu2+I−→Cu+ + I, although we did highlight some of the problems involved in the
theoretical treatment of open-shell systems within DFT. The presence of an unpaired
electron induces the self-interaction error, which makes the accurate determination of
dissociation energies very difficult. The incorrect description of the delocalised ex-
change hole produces fictitious transition states on potential energy curves and, for
some systems, the dissociated atoms may end up lower in energy than the bound
dimer. Furthermore, the onset of multireference character with increasing distance
between the dissociating atoms results in severe SCF convergence problems. It ap-
pears that no current theoretical framework is completely free of these errors, although
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Becke’s real-space approach to nondynamical correlation [133, 134] looks promising.
Finally, we found that the charge-transfer interaction in the organophosphonate family
increased on going from chlorine to iodine. Our theoretical predictions were supported
by solid-state UV-vis data and are consistent with the findings of other authors for
similar systems. Overall, it would be interesting to repeat the theoretical program of
this chapter for a different choice of metal ion, i.e. by substituting the copper ion with
another metal ion, keeping all other geometric parameters constant.
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Beyond DFT: The Quantum
Monte Carlo Method
6.1 Introduction
The electron-electron interaction is the principal source of approximation in most com-
monly used theories of electronic structure, such as Hartree-Fock theory and DFT. In
contrast, the form of the electron-electron interaction is not approximated at all in
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) techniques and hence a direct treatment of quantum
many-body effects is possible. Many-body effects are often required for the accurate
description of quantum phenomena: van der Waals interactions and systems in which
the electrons are strongly correlated,1 to cite just two examples.
Weak physical interactions, such as van der Waals (dispersion) and hydrogen bond-
ing, are difficult to describe using conventional quantum chemistry methods. Accurate
descriptions require the use of very large basis sets in combination with high-level tech-
niques, such as Configuration Interaction and Coupled Cluster, which are slowly con-
vergent and scale badly with system size (N8). QMC methods have several important
advantages over conventional wavefunction techniques:
1For example, high temperature superconductors and colossal-magneto-resistance materials.
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• The cost of a QMC calculation scales like the cube of the system size2 so calcu-
lations on large systems are feasible;
• QMC methods can treat both finite and periodic systems, unlike Coupled Cluster,
which is currently only applicable to small molecules;
• The QMC algorithm is trivially parallelisable and this makes QMC simulations
ever more feasible as the availability of powerful supercomputers increases;
• Much more can be obtained from QMC calculations than just highly accurate
‘numbers’. For example, QMC methods have been used to calculate exchange-
correlation (XC) holes in both the homogeneous electron gas [143] and solids. [144]
Analysis of the properties of the XC hole not only provides information about
the suitability of current functionals, but also aids in the design of new, more
accurate functionals.
It is also worth noting that QMC was the method used by Ceperley and Alder [42]
to calculate the correlation properties of the homogeneous electron gas to a very high
accuracy. These simulations subsequently lead to the development of the LDA.
In this chapter, we go beyond the Density Functional Theory approximation by using
Quantum Monte Carlo to investigate the hydrogen bonding interaction in water dimer.
In the following sections we discuss the two QMCmethods used in this work, Variational
Monte Carlo (VMC) and Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), while Section 6.3 describes
how we used VMC and DMC to calculate the dissociation energy of water dimer.
6.2 Quantum Monte Carlo Methods
There are several methods that can be described as Quantum Monte Carlo. These
are all based on an ability to randomly sample the wavefunction in such a way that
characteristic system quantities, e.g. energies, can be evaluated. Let us briefly review
the basic ideas behind the Monte Carlo technique.
Systems with a large number of degrees of freedom are common in physics and chem-
2Some parts of the algorithm can be made to scale quadratically.
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istry; the many-electron problem discussed in Chapter 2 is just one example. In order
to find the properties of such systems, we are normally required to evaluate integrals
of very high dimension. Conventional quadrature techniques (Simpson’s rule, Gaus-
sian quadrature) can accurately evaluate one-dimensional integrals but fail when the
number of dimensions becomes large. This is because the error in the quadrature
falls off increasingly slowly with increasing dimension. Conversely, the uncertainty in
Monte Carlo quadrature is independent of the number of dimensions, hence Monte
Carlo methods provide an efficient way to evaluate many-dimensional integrals.
Monte Carlo quadrature involves two basic operations: the generation of points ran-
domly distributed over the integration volume with a specified distribution w(x); then
evaluation of the function f/w at these points, where f is the integral to be evaluated.
The fundamental advantage of Monte Carlo methods is that w(x) is chosen such that
the generation of points can be biased so they are concentrated in areas where the value
of the integral is large. Thus Monte Carlo techniques typically require the evaluation
of the integral at far fewer points than conventional quadrature. This can usually only
be achieved with conventional quadrature techniques by finding an appropriate change
of variable, which requires knowing what the integral looks like.
In quantum mechanics, the distribution we are interested in is |Ψ(r1, r2, . . . , rN )|2,
typically a complicated multi-dimensional function. The Metropolis rejection algo-
rithm [145] can be used to generate a sequence of points (collectively called a random
walk) to sample this distribution. In QMC techniques, each point is a 3N dimensional
vector of electron co-ordinates, R = {r1, r2, . . . , rN}. A particular value of R is some-
times called a walker or configuration in the QMC literature. The main advantages of
the Metropolis method are that it can be used to sample arbitrarily complex distribu-
tions and that it requires no knowledge of the normalisation, which is usually unknown
or at least very complicated. Let us consider this algorithm in more detail.
Suppose we wish to use the Metropolis algorithm to sample some known distribution,
ρ(R). It can be shown that the sampling is most easily accomplished if the sequence
of points form a Markov chain. Markov chains have the important property that the
state-to-state transition probabilities depend only on the current state of the system,
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not on how it got there. As a result, a Markov process may be completely specified by
choosing appropriate values of the transition probabilities, P (R→ R′). The Metropolis
method works by choosing transition probabilities in such a way that the points on the
random walk sample the required probability distribution.
The generation of sampling points begins by starting the walker at some random po-
sition, R. A trial move is made to a nearby point R′, chosen from some probability
density function, T (R→ R′). The move is accepted with probability
A(R→ R′) = Min
(
1,
T (R′ → R)ρ(R′)
T (R→ R′)ρ(R)
)
. (6.1)
If the move is rejected, R becomes the next point on the walk, i.e. rejected points are
not discarded. Only the ratio of probabilities is calculated, so there is no need to know
the normalisation of ρ(R). Noting that P (R → R′) = T (R → R′)A(R → R′), it is
straightforward to show that
P (R→ R′)
P (R′ → R) =
ρ(R′)
ρ(R)
. (6.2)
This condition is known as detailed balance. In fact, our earlier choice of A(R → R′)
was not unique. Other choices are allowed providing that they too result in detailed
balance.
In a real simulation, there will be many walkers all simultaneously executing random
walks according to the above rules. Each walker moves in accordance with the rules
outlined above to generate its own chain. After an equilibration period, the distribution
of walkers will settle down to an equilibrium distribution, N(R). Let us show that this
distribution is proportional to ρ(R), the distribution we are trying to sample. In
equilibrium, the rate at which particles arrive at R must exactly balance the rate at
which they leave, implying that N(R) satisfies
∑
R′
P (R′ → R)N(R′) =
∑
R′
P (R→ R′)N(R). (6.3)
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Combining this equation with the detailed balance condition, (6.2), we find that
∑
R′
P (R→ R′)
(
N(R)− ρ(R)
ρ(R′)
N(R′)
)
= 0, (6.4)
from which it immediately follows that
ρ(R)
ρ(R′)
=
N(R)
N(R′)
, (6.5)
as required.
We have shown that the Monte Carlo technique for the evaluation of many-dimensional
integrals, in combination with the Metropolis algorithm, is a powerful and efficient
strategy which can be applied to a broad class of problems in both statistical and
quantum mechanics.
A brief treatment of the two QMC methods used in this work follows. For a more
comprehensive treatment, the reader is referred to the review by Foulkes, et al. [146]
6.2.1 Variational Monte Carlo
The simplest QMC method for the evaluation of ground state energies is Variational
Monte Carlo (VMC). This technique relies on a combination of the variational princi-
ple (which provides a rigourous upper bound to the ground state energy) and Monte
Carlo quadrature (to evaluate the appropriate integral). In VMC, the integral we are
interested in is
E =
∫
ψ∗(R)Hˆ(R)ψ(R) dR∫
ψ∗(R)ψ(R) dR
, (6.6)
where R is as usual a 3N dimensional vector of electron co-ordinates, i.e. the walker.
The main ideas behind the VMC method can be illustrated with a simple example. Let
us consider the integral of some abitrary function f(x),
F =
∫ b
a
f(x)dx. (6.7)
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If the integrand is sampled at N points, then the value of the integral can be approxi-
mated as
FN =
b− a
N
N∑
i=1
f(Xi). (6.8)
The sample points, {Xi}, are drawn from some appropriate probability distribution.
The RHS of (6.8) is called the estimator of the integral in equation (6.7) and its expected
value is equal to the value of the integral.
It was mentioned earlier that a fundamental advantage of Monte Carlo methods is
that the generation of sampling points can be biased so they are concentrated in areas
where the value of the integral is large. This idea is known as importance sampling. To
achieve this, we introduce a new function w(x), which is a good approximation to f(x).
Now suppose that we can generate random numbers from the normalised function,
p(x) =
w(x)∫ b
a w(x)dx
. (6.9)
Since w(x) is chosen to approximate f(x), sample points drawn from p(x) have the
greatest concentration in areas where f(x) is large. Finally, a new function, g =
f(x)/p(x) is defined, and (6.7) is re-written as
F =
∫ b
a
g(x)p(x)dx ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
g(Xi). (6.10)
In VMC, a parameterised trial wavefunction ψT (R) is used as an approximation to the
true many-body wavefunction. Using the variational principle, an upper bound to the
ground state energy is found to be
E0 ≤
∫
ψ∗T (R)Hˆ(R)ψT (R) dR∫
ψ∗T (R)ψT (R) dR
. (6.11)
It is then helpful to re-write equation (6.11) in the same form as equation (6.10):
EVMC =
∫
EL(R)
(
ψ∗T (R)ψT (R)∫
ψ∗T (R)ψT (R) dR
)
(6.12)
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where the first term on the RHS is the local energy and is defined as
EL(R) =
HˆψT (R)
ψT (R)
. (6.13)
Hence using the VMC method, the Metropolis algorithm can be used to estimate the
ground state energy. It is the local energy, not the potential energy, which is computed
at each of the Monte Carlo sample points. We will discuss why this is advantageous in
the next section on Diffusion Monte Carlo.
Finally, the VMC energy is calculated as the local energy summed over the number of
sampling points:
EVMC ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
EL(Rn). (6.14)
Note the relationship between equations (6.10) and (6.14).
The accuracy of the VMC approach is severely limited by the form of the trial wave-
function: the closer ψT is to the true ground state wavefunction, the more accurate
the estimate is. The subject of trial wavefunctions is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 6.2.3. A more accurate, but computationally intensive, alternative to VMC is the
Diffusion Monte Carlo method, described below.
6.2.2 Diffusion Monte Carlo
The starting point for the Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) method is the many-body
Schro¨dinger equation written in imaginary time
−∂Ψ(R, τ)
∂τ
= [−D∇2 + V (R)−ET−]Ψ(R, τ), (6.15)
where τ = it, D = 1/2 and ET is an adjustable energy shift. Equation (6.15) is
a standard diffusion equation in the real variable τ . The many-body wavefunction,
Ψ(R, τ), represents the density of diffusing walkers. If we ignore the [V (R)−ET ] term,
(6.15) reduces to a diffusion equation with diffusion constant D = 1/2 and describes
a population of walkers diffusing in 3N -dimensional configuration space. If only the
[V (R) − ET ] term is present, (6.15) is a rate equation which describes a branching
process such as radioactive decay. The entire equation can be simulated using random
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walks, where the density of diffusing walkers increases in regions of low potential energy
and decreases in regions of high potential energy. The energy shift, ET , is occasionally
adjusted to keep the total walker population roughly constant.
Using random walks with branching to solve equation (6.15) is usually very ineffi-
cient. The rate of branching is controlled by V (R), which can fluctuate wildly and
even diverge, e.g. when two charged particles coincide. This subsequently leads to
large fluctuations in the walker population and hence increased statistical uncertain-
ties. These numerical instabilities can be minimised by using importance sampling.
Here as with VMC, we can multiply the exact ground state wavefunction, Ψ0(R, τ), by
a trial function, ΨT (R), to form a new probability distribution:
f(R, τ) = Ψ0(R, τ)ΨT (R). (6.16)
Equation (6.15) can now be re-written as
−∂f(R, τ)
∂τ
= −D∇2f(R, τ) + (EL(R)−ET )f(R, τ) +∇ · (vD(R)f(R, τ)) (6.17)
where EL(R) is the local energy as defined for the VMC method (6.12) and vD(R) is
the 3N -dimensional drift velocity defined by
vD(R) = ∇ ln |ΨT (R)| = ∇ΨT (R)/ΨT (R). (6.18)
The branching rate is now controlled by EL, rather than V (R). For a good choice
of ΨT , the local energy is roughly constant and the walker population is accordingly
stabilised. The drift velocity serves to increase the density of walkers in regions where
ΨT is large and also helps to satisfy the fixed-node constraint, which we will discuss
later. Importance sampling thus greatly improves the efficiency of the DMC method.
The distribution of (6.17) in the long-time limit is proportional to the ground state
wavefunction. However, the Monte Carlo method is poorly suited for solving differential
equations directly. The equation in question must first be converted to integral form
and this involves determining the Green’s function. The integral equation equivalent
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to (6.17) is
f(R′, τ,∆τ) =
∫
G(R→ R′, δτ)f(R, τ)d(R) (6.19)
where G(R → R′,∆τ) is the Green’s function and can be interpreted as a transition
probability density for the evolution of the walkers in time ∆τ . The explicit expression
for the exact Green’s function for interacting particles is not known, except in a few
special cases. We must therefore introduce some approximations.
The full Hamiltonian contains both kinetic (Tˆ ) and potential energy (Vˆ ) terms. The
Trotter product formula for an exponential of a sum of operators can be used to separate
Tˆ and Vˆ to form a new expression:
G(R→ R′,∆τ) = 〈R|e−∆τ(Tˆ+Vˆ−ET )|R′〉
≈ e−∆τ [V (R)−ET ]/2〈R|e−∆τTˆ |R′〉
× e−∆τ [V (R′)−ET ]/2. (6.20)
For short times ∆τ we may assume that both the local energy and drift velocity are
constant, independent of R. The short-time approximation to the Green’s function for
small τ is given by [147]:
G(R→ R′,∆τ) ≈ (2pi∆τ)3N/2 exp
[
−(R−R
′)2
2∆τ
]
× exp[−∆τ [V (R+ V (R′)− 2ET ]/2]. (6.21)
The error induced by this approximation is proportional to (∆τ)3 and arises because
the operators, Tˆ and Vˆ , do not commute. In practice, the effect of this error (the
so-called time-step bias) can be minimised by performing a calculation at a very small
value of ∆τ or by performing several calculations at different values of ∆τ and then
extrapolating to zero time.
Repeated operation by G(R→ R′,∆τ) on the distribution f(R, τ) results in an equi-
librium distribution proportional to ΨT (R)Ψ0(R). The walkers sample the local energy
at each point of their random walk through configuration space, in the same manner as
for the VMC method. The average of these local energy values is the mixed estimator
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of the ground state energy,
EDMC =
∫ (
HˆΨT
ΨT
)(
ΨTΨ0∫
ΨTΨ0 dR
)
dR. (6.22)
The presence of the exact ground state wavefunction in (6.22) ensures that the mixed
estimator delivers the exact ground state energy.
The DMC method is more accurate than VMC because in DMC, the trial function
is only used as the starting point for the simulation and branching then corrects the
distribution |ΨT |2 in regions where it is a poor approximation to Ψ0. The DMC method
is thus much less sensitive to the choice of trial wavefunction than VMC. The subject
of trial wavefunctions will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
There is one more important point concerning DMC which needs to be considered. The
diffusion equation formulation of DMC requires that the density of diffusing walkers,
represented by the many-body wavefunction, be everywhere positive and not change
sign. However, Fermi statistics dictate that many-electron wavefunctions be antisym-
metric under exchange of electron co-ordinates, i.e. many-electron wavefunctions have
both positive and negative regions. The most common method used to cope with
wavefunction antisymmetry is the fixed-node approximation. [148] In this approach,
the exact many-body wavefunction is constrained to have the same nodes as the trial
wavefunction.3 The nodes of the trial wavefunction then define the surface on which
the exact wavefunction vanishes and equation (6.17) is solved separately in each nodally
bounded volume of ΨT . Because we are forced to use an approximate Green’s function,
walkers will occasionally attempt to cross nodes and this can result in significant bias.
Importance sampling is very helpful in minimising node crossings because the drift
velocity grows as a walker approaches a node and carries it away.
Since the approximate nodal surface is usually obtained from a variational calculation,
fixed-node DMC energies are accordingly variational, i.e. the DMC energy is always
greater than or equal to the exact ground state energy for a particular nodal surface.
3The nodes of the trial wavefunction, obtained from a DFT or HF calculation, are known; the nodes
of the exact many-body wavefunction are not.
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If the trial nodal surface were exact, the DMC method would deliver the exact ground
state energy. The fixed-node approximation is the only approximation made in the
DMC method and typically leads to an error of about 5%.
6.2.3 The Trial Wavefunction
In Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 we have made repeated mention of the trial wavefunction,
an integral component of both the VMC and DMC methods. The final accuracy of a
QMC simulation is determined by the quality of the trial wavefunction. A good trial
wavefunction will also improve the efficiency of the simulation and minimise statistical
uncertainties and numerical instabilities. There is much to be said concerning the
subject of trial wavefunctions so we will only consider them briefly here. The interested
reader is referred to Foulkes, et al [146] for more information.
The type of trial wavefunction most commonly used in QMC simulations is of the
Slater-Jastrow form:
Ψ(X) = exp [J(X)]D(X) (6.23)
where J(X) is the Jastrow correlation function [149], D(X) is a Slater determinant,
X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xN ), and xi = {ri, σi} are the space and spin co-ordinates of electron i.
The Jastrow function is a totally symmetric nodeless function which explicitly contains
the inter-electronic co-ordinates and has the basic form:
J(X) =
N∑
i=1
χ(xi)− 12
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1,(j 6=i)
u(xi,xj). (6.24)
The u function is a two-body term which describes correlations between electrons while
the χ function describes correlations between electrons and nuclei. The Jastrow func-
tion used in this work [150] also contains three-body electron-electron-nucleus terms
centred on the nuclei. It is computationally advantageous to remove the spin variables
from the Slater-Jastrow wavefunction and replace the single Slater determinant by a
product of up-spin and down-spin orbitals,
Ψ(R) = exp [J(R)]D↑(r1, . . . , rN↑)D↓(rN↑+1, . . . , rN) (6.25)
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where R = (r1, r2, . . . , rN ) denotes the spatial co-ordinates of all the electrons. The
orbitals are usually obtained from a HF or DFT calculation.
The accuracy of the VMC and DMC methods depends crucially on the properties
of the trial wavefunction. The repeated evaluation of the wavefunction is also the
most costly part of a QMC simulation. The chosen trial wavefunction must thus be
accurate, compact and easy to evaluate. One way to achieve this is to optimise the trial
wavefunction by minimising its variance.4 The usual procedure involves using VMC
to generate a set of electron configurations {R} distributing according to [Ψ{α0}(R)]2,
where {α0} is some fixed parameter set (the Jastrow function contains the optimisable
parameters). The energy variance is then minimised over this parameter set. Since the
variance landscape depends on the distribution of configurations, several configuration
generation/variance minimisation iterations are performed and the wavefunction that
produces the lowest variational energy is chosen. The optimisation procedure used in
this work is that of Drummond and Needs. [151]
Assumptions and Limitations
The fixed-node approximation is the major approximation made in the DMC method,
that is, the wavefunction can be solved exactly within the nodal pockets but the nodes
themselves are fixed by the trial wavefunction. The main advantage of this method is
that high-accuracy results can be routinely obtained (given a good trial wavefunction).
In addition, there is no basis set superposition error and the results are only weakly
dependent on the form of the wavefunction used to represent the nodal surface.
A significant technical disadvantage is the present inability of QMC to calculate forces
and therefore perform geometry optimisation and dynamics. This is a significant factor
in preventing QMC from becoming a routine technique. Although some progress has
been made, the calculation of forces in QMC remains unrealistic for all but the smallest
systems. On a more practical side, the lack of generally available programs to perform
QMC calculations means that the method is not as accessible as other standard elec-
tronic structure techniques and its widespread use and testing of broader applicability
4Energy minimisation schemes exist but it is easier to find stable algorithms for variance minimisa-
tion. Furthermore, unlike the energy, the variance has a known lower bound of zero.
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is still some time ahead. However, accurate geometries may be obtained by methods
which do not give particularly accurate energies (DFT) and then one can use QMC to
obtain a high-accuracy, single-point energy.
Having noted the above, we should remember that Coupled Cluster methods are even
more computationally demanding than QMC and one is often practically restricted to
very small systems or forced to forgo a geometry optimisation altogether and use a
less accurate method to obtain the optimum geometry, as described above. For larger
systems, even single-point calculations may not be possible. In this respect, the Coupled
Cluster method offers no advantage over QMC.
6.3 Quantum Monte Carlo Calculations of the Dissocia-
tion Energy of Water Dimer
The description of the structure and energetics of assemblies of water molecules is one
of the most fundamental problems in electronic structure theory, as this knowledge
is vital to the understanding of water in all its physical states. Indeed, water dimer
has probably been one of the most intensively studied hydrogen bonded systems, both
theoretically and experimentally. Despite its apparent simplicity, accurate theoretical
descriptions of water dimer have typically required the use of very large basis sets in
combination with sophisticated wavefunction techniques, such as Configuration Inter-
action (CI) and Coupled Cluster (CC). As we discussed earlier, while these methods
are highly accurate, they are very computationally intensive. They also suffer from
basis set superposition and basis set incompleteness errors. Density Functional Theory
(DFT) represents a computationally economical choice however, results for water dimer
vary significantly depending on the functional used to perform the calculations. DFT
is also plagued by the same basis set errors which occur in CI and CC calculations.
Water dimer would thus seem an ideal test case for QMC.
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Figure 6.1: The linear configuration of the water dimer. The equilibrium bond angle of the subunit
water monomer of α=104.52o is shown, as is the ROH bond length of 0.9572 A˚. The hydrogen bond
length of RO···O=2.976 A˚ is indicated, along with structural deformations that may occur upon dimeri-
sation: ∆θ denotes angular relaxation and ∆ρ denotes OH bond extension. Structural deformations
were ignored in this work due to their negligible influence on the total energy. Image kindly supplied
by Richard Needs.
6.4 Computational Details
6.4.1 System Selection and Trial Wavefunction Construction
We have performed calculations on water monomer at the experimentally determined
equilibrium geometry, [95] given by rOH=r′OH=0.9572A˚ and ]HOH=104.52o. This ge-
ometry has been used in previous calculations on water monomer. [152]
Experiments have determined that the equilibrium conformation of water dimer is a
linear configuration with Cs symmetry, [106, 153, 107] as shown in Figure 6.1. The
oxygen-oxygen (O–O) distance was measured to be 2.976 A˚. This was corrected to
2.946 A˚ after anharmonic vibrational effects were taken into account. Subsequent the-
oretical calculations estimated RO−O to be 2.943 A˚ [154] and 2.953 A˚ [155]; recent
estimates suggest an even shorter RO−O of 2.912 A˚ [105]. However, A˚strand and co-
workers [156] have suggested (as pointed out by Klopper, et al [105]), that in theoretical
determinations of the geometry, the out-of-plane motion of the hydrogen atom involved
in the hydrogen bond should be considered, in addition to the in-plane stretching fre-
quency. Their calculations, with the effects of out-of-plane motion included, yielded an
RO−O of 2.982 A˚. All of our calculations have therefore been performed on the experi-
mentally determined structure with a RO−O of 2.976 A˚.
Upon forming a dimer, some structural deformation occurs in the monomer subunits:
there is a slight change in the angle between the inter-oxygen vector and the plane of
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Table 6.1: Structure of the linear water dimer in atomic units.
Atom x y z
O -2.80630 0.00000 0.00000
H -0.99742 0.00000 0.00000
H -3.25982 0.00000 -1.75111
O 2.80630 0.00000 0.00000
H 3.35989 1.43046 0.95885
H 3.35989 -1.43046 0.95885
the proton-accepting monomer and the bond angle for the proton acceptor widens by
about 0.5o. However, these changes are small and thus it is reasonable to assume that
the deformation energy is negligible compared to the intermolecular binding energy.
We have thus chosen to ignore any angular relaxations. The co-ordinates we have used
for the linear water dimer are given in Table 6.1.
We have used trial wavefunctions of the Slater-Jastrow form, as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.3. The Slater determinants, D(X), have been obtained from Hartree-Fock
approximation (HF) and Density Functional Theory (B3LYP functional) calculations
using the Gaussian03 code. [87] Our QMC calculations have thus been performed using
two different approximate nodal surfaces. The error induced by the fixed-node approx-
imation should largely cancel when energy differences, e.g. dissociation energies, are
calculated. The use of two different approximate nodal surfaces in this work allows
us to assess the extent to which the DMC water dimer dissociation energy depends
on the nodal surface. Our Jastrow functions contained a total of 108 adjustable pa-
rameters, which were optimised using the variance minimisation procedure described
in Section 6.2.3. We used the ANO basis of Widmark, Malmqvist and Roos [157],
which tests showed to give good results for water monomer and dimer. Although the
trial wavefunctions contain orbitals expanded in a basis set, the energies obtained in
the DMC method are less dependant on the quality of the single-particle basis than
HF, VMC or CCSD(T) energies. All of our DMC calculations have been performed
with a target population of 1280 configurations. Time step errors have been carefully
checked. We performed DMC calculations at several time steps and extrapolated the
result to zero time. All of our VMC and DMC simulations have been performed using
the CASINO code. [158]
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6.5 Results and Discussion
6.5.1 Water Monomer
Table 6.2 shows our results for the total energy of the water monomer and those from
other QMC calculations and from CC calculations. Our HF energy is only 0.005 Ha
higher than the estimated basis-set limit result [159], which demonstrates the high
quality of the basis set used. [157] In Section 2, we noted that the accuracy of a VMC
simulation was entirely limited by the quality of the trial wavefunction; this is reflected
in our VMC-HF and VMC-B3LYP energies. While they are lower than their respective
HF and B3LYP equivalents, they are still significantly higher than our DMC energies
and the “exact” result. Our DMC energies with HF nodes (DMC-HF) and B3LYP
nodes (DMC-B3LYP) are 1 and 2 mHartree (mHa), respectively, below Manten and
Lu¨chow’s DMC result of -76.4207(2).[160] Our DMC-B3LYP energy is only 15 mHa
above the “exact” result of -76.438 Ha. Our DMC-B3LYP energy is the best single-
determinant DMC energy reported so far, and is only 6 mHa above the DMC result
of Lu¨chow and Fink [161], who used a trial wavefunction containing 300 determinants.
Mu¨ller and co-workers obtained an energy of -76.4373 Ha using the CCSD(T)-R12
method which, although not variational, is the best calculated result reported to date.
6.5.2 Water Dimer
The accuracy of the experimental estimate for De has recently been brought into ques-
tion, perhaps in the wake of a series of high-level calculations, which consistently favour
the lower limit. The enthalpy of association of water dimer was measured in ther-
mal conductivity experiments [106] to be -3.59±0.5 kcal/mol. The zero-point energy
(ZPE) contribution was calculated theoretically to arrive at a final estimate of -5.44±0.7
kcal/mol. Mas and co-workers have argued [164] that the ZPE was calculated using
a very small (by today’s standards – 4-31G) basis set and that the frequencies used
differ from the current best estimates by more than 50% in some cases. The Symmetry
Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) calculations of Mas, et al predict a ZPE of 1.81
kcal/mol , which results in an estimated dissociation energy of -5.00±0.7 kcal/mol.
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Table 6.2: DMC total energies of H2O and comparisons with various ab initio methods. The en-
try 76.327(5), for example, denotes a standard error in the mean of 5 units in the last figure, i.e.
76.327±0.005.
Method Total Energy (Hartree)
HF1 -76.063
HF limit2 -76.068
B3LYP1 -76.469
VMC-HF1 -76.327(5)
VMC-B3LYP1 -76.334(5)
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z2 -76.370293
DMC3 -76.4207(2)
DMC-HF1 -76.4219(1)
DMC-PNO-CI4 -76.429(1)
DMC-B3LYP1 -76.4230(1)
CCSD(T)-R125 -76.4373
“Exact”6 -76.438
1 This work.
2 Ref. [78].
3 Ref. [160].
4 With Pair Natural Orbital–Configuration Inter-
action trial functions, Ref. [161].
5 Ref. [162].
6 Ref. [163].
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Table 6.3: DMC dissociation energy of water dimer and comparisons with various ab initio methods.
Method De (kcal/mol)
SAPT-5s1 -4.86
CCSD(T)-Extrapolated2 -5.02±0.05
DMC3 -5.66±0.20
DMC-HF4 -5.02±0.18
DMC-B3LYP4 -5.21±0.18
Experiment,‘corrected’5 -5.00±0.7
Experiment6 -5.44±0.7
1 Ref. [164].
2 Ref. [105].
3 Ref. [165].
4 This work.
5 Ref. [164].
6 Ref. [106].
Table 6.3 shows our results for the dissociation energy of water dimer. Our DMC energy
with HF nodes (DMC-HF) compares very well with the CCSD(T) result of Klopper et
al [105] and the corrected experimental value. We obtain a lower binding energy for
the wavefunction with B3LYP nodes (DMC-B3LYP – -5.21±0.18 kcal/mol), although
this value is still within the error bars of the DMC-HF result. It should be noted
that Klopper and co-workers used a theoretically optimised geometry while we have
used the experimentally determined equilibrium geometry. We also note that the DMC
energy of Diedrich et al [165] was obtained from a pseudopotential DMC calculation.
Figure 6.2 shows the convergence of the dissociation energy with DMC time-step for
the wavefunction with HF nodes. The time-step error essentially completely cancels at
small values of the time-step.
We have attempted to estimate the effect on the dissociation energy due to a change
in the O· · ·O bond length. Klopper, et al calculated dissociation energies for a CC
optimised structure (RO−O=2.912 A˚) and a MP2 optimised one (RO−O=2.910 A˚). [105]
The difference in dissociation energy between the two structures was approximately 0.02
kcal/mol. They also estimated an error bar of ±0.05 A˚ on the computed RO−O for the
CC optimised structure, the upper limit of which is within ∼0.01 A˚ of the bond length
we have used. At larger values of RO−O, the difference in dissociation energy due to
a change in the bond length will be less pronounced. Hence, we conclude that the
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Figure 6.2: Time-step dependance of the dissociation energy of water dimer for a DMC wavefunction
with HF nodes.
effect on the dissociation energy of using a different geometry to that of Klopper and
co-workers is contained within our DMC error bars.
The DMC and CC methods are inherently very different to one another, so the good
agreement between the two methods concerning dissociation energies is encouraging.
It is also interesting to note that all three high-level results quoted here (CC, DMC-HF
and DMC-B3LYP) favour the lower limit of the experimental estimate and are in good
agreement with the corrected experimental estimate of -5.00±0.7 kcal/mol. This lends
further support to the validity of the corrected value.
In Section 6.2.2 we noted that the fixed-node approximation is the major approximation
made in the DMC method and that if the exact nodal surface was known, DMC would
return the exact ground state energy. This task is complicated by the fact that currently
one can only determine the quality of a particular nodal surface by performing an
expensive DMC calculation, which in any case does not give information about how to
improve the nodal surface. Several authors have investigated the effect of the single-
particle orbitals on the nodal error, with mixed results. Grossman [166] calculated
the atomisation energy of P2 using a single Slater determinant built from five different
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kinds of orbitals: Hartree-Fock, Natural Orbitals (NO), LDA, BPW91 and B3LYP. He
found that the DFT orbitals returned the best result, followed by NO and HF. These
results are consistent with the findings of Wagner and Mitas [167], who calculated the
binding energy of MnO and TiO using HF and B3LYP orbtals; they also found that
the B3LYP orbitals produced more accurate DMC binding energies than HF orbitals.
In contrast, Bressanini and co-workers [168] found that, for the He+2 system, Complete
Active Space (CAS) and HF orbitals produced the most accurate DMC results. DFT
orbitals, generated from several different functionals, were found to perform very poorly
although the authors do not state exactly which functionals were tested. It appears that
the behaviour of the nodal error is very much dependant on the system being studied.
Our results suggest that the water dimer dissociation energy is relatively insensitive to
the choice of nodal surface although we obtained a lower water monomer and dimer
total energy with B3LYP nodes.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we performed all-electron HF, DFT, and QMC calculations of the total
energy of water monomer and dimer and have compared our results for the dissociation
energy of water dimer with both CCSD(T) calculations and the available experimental
data. We predict dissociation energies for the dimer of -5.02±0.18 kcal/mol (DMC-HF)
and -5.21±0.18 kcal/mol (DMC-B3LYP), in good agreement with the best reported
Coupled Cluster dissociation energy of -5.02±0.05 kcal/mol and the alternative exper-
imental dissociation energy of -5.00±0.7 kcal/mol. Our results also indicate that the
water dimer dissociation energy is relatively insensitive to the nodal surface of the trial
wavefunction, although we noted that the behaviour of the nodal error is sensitive to
the system being studied.
The RO−O distance in water dimer remains a point of contention among theorists. The
calculation of forces within QMC is very challenging, though progress has been made
in this area. In the case of water dimer, only the O−O distance needs to be optimised
and this can be achieved through a series of total energy calculations. It would thus
be interesting to calculate the DMC energy for O−O distances in the range 2.90 A˚ to
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3.00 A˚ to see where the ‘DMC minimum’ is. Unfortunately, such a task was too time-
consuming to be attempted here.
While it was possible to perform all-electron DMC calculations for water dimer, it was
very computationally demanding (with regards to time only; DMC calculations are not
generally memory-intensive). One can envisage, that for a larger molecular system,
the computational time demands would become increasingly prohibitive. Much work
has been conducted concerning the use of pseudopotentials in QMC [169, 170], in both
finite and periodic systems. In fact, pseudopotential QMC calculations are already the
norm for condensed matter applications and have been for some time. Pseudopotentials
allow larger time steps to be used than are possible for all-electron QMC calculations,
thereby reducing the computational effort required without compromising the attain-
able accuracy. Hence, QMC with pseudopotentials should be a very powerful technique
for the accurate calculation of binding energies in weakly-bound systems, particularly
those too large to be treated with Coupled Cluster techniques.
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Conclusions
In the current work, we have used a number of theoretical methods to investigate the
structures and energetics of the molecular components which comprise the organophos-
phonate ionic molecular crystals. We have also tested the applicability of Quantum
Monte Carlo methods to weakly-bound molecular systems, taking water dimer as our
test case. The uniting theme of this thesis has been the investigation of intra- and in-
termolecular interactions, which span the energy range from weak to strong, in different
environments using a variety of theoretical methods. In this final chapter, we summarise
our work and consider what we have learnt about interactions in the organophosphonate
family and interactions in general.
Our study of hydrogen bonding interactions in the phenylphosphonic acid dimers re-
quired us to first design both an accurate and efficient methodology. As part of this pro-
cess, in Chapter 3, we selected a set of well-characterised hydrogen-bonded systems and
computed the structures and binding energies with a number of exchange-correlation
functionals in combination with two different types of basis set – Gaussian-type and
numerical. The numerical basis sets were found to provide the required efficiency while
the PBE functional produced accurate geometries.
The findings of the study in Chapter 3 were applied to our investigation of the
phenylphosphonic acid dimers in Chapter 4. The optimised structures of each of our
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model systems were in good agreement with the corresponding experimental structures,
confirming the suitability of our chosen methodology. The calculated binding energies
for both the substituted and unsubstituted dimers were consistent with those found for
other ionic hydrogen bonded systems. The hydrogen bonding network formed by the
phenylphosphonic acid dimers appears to be reasonably robust to changes in the acid.
We also investigated the effect of different parts of the crystal field on the geometry
of a single, unsubstituted phenylphosphonic acid dimer anion. Different parts of the
crystal field were found to affect the geometry of the anion in different ways, with the
C-P-O-H torsion angle being the most sensitive parameter to crystal field effects. We
concluded that the geometry of the anion was likely a complex product of competing
intra- and intermolecular forces and crystal field effects. In the final section of Chapter
4, we considered the co-operative nature of the interactions in a chain of cation-anion
pairs for each member of the organophosphonate family. The interaction energy was
found to be mostly one-body (local) in nature and varied with the type of halogen
attached to the copper ion.
In Chapter 5, we turned our attention to the other component of the organophos-
phonate system, a paramagnetic copper-halo-phenanthroline charge-transfer complex.
Continuing our investigation of crystal field effects from Chapter 4, we looked at the
stereochemical preferences of the Cu(I) starting material and Cu(II) product. The dif-
ference in geometry between the two complexes is due to the electronic configuration
of the Cu ion, not crystal field effects (although the Cu(I) complex is more susceptible
to deformation by the crystal field than the Cu(II) product). Following on from this
work, we attempted to simulate the step-by-step dissociation of the [CuI]+ system.
Although this investigation was not successful, we were able to expose some of the pit-
falls of simulating dissociating odd-electron systems: the self-interaction error, failure
of local exchange-correlation functionals to describe delocalised exchange holes and the
onset of multireference character with increasing inter-fragment distance (which subse-
quently lead to a decreasing HOMO-LUMO gap and severe SCF convergence difficul-
ties). Finally, we compared the charge-transfer interaction for the chloro-, bromo- and
iodo-forms of the organophosphonate series. Theoretical predictions were supported
by experimental solid state UV-visible spectra, which showed that the charge-transfer
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interaction increased on going from Cl to I.
Chapter 6 saw us take a different approach to the simulation of interactions. Taking
water dimer as our test case, we tested the ability of the QMC technique to describe
weakly-bound molecular systems. QMC is different to DFT, most significantly because
the form of the electron-electron interaction is not approximated at all in QMC tech-
niques. The correlation treatment is thus exact. For water monomer, we obtained a
DMC-B3LYP total energy of -76.4230(1)Ha, the lowest single-determinant energy for
water monomer to date. Our binding energies of -5.02±0.18 kcal/mol (DMC-HF) and
-5.21±0.18 kcal/mol (DMC-B3LYP) are in excellent agreement with the CCSD(T) re-
sult of Klopper, et al and the corrected experimental binding energy. We noted that
all-electron QMC for molecular (finite) systems larger than water dimer may become
prohibitively expensive in terms of the computer time required. However, QMC with
pseudopotentials should be a very powerful technique for the accurate calculation of
binding energies for weakly-bound molecular systems, especially those which are too
big to be treated by Coupled Cluster methods.
Having noted the results of Chapters 3-5, what then can we say about simulating
interactions in the organophosphonate system as a whole? Our findings suggest that
for sufficiently complex molecular solids (such as the organophosphonates), a single
theoretical approach may not be able to describe all the components which comprise the
material. The study of hydrogen bonding interactions between the phenylphosphonic
acid dimers required us to pay careful attention to the choice of functional and basis set.
In simulating the charge-transfer interaction in the copper-halo-phenanthroline cation,
we had to be mindful of a number of complicating factors: the presence of an unpaired
electron, the use of a local functional to describe a delocalised system and the use of
a single determinant to describe a multireference system. In the world of theoretical
inorganic chemistry, one size may definitely not fit all.
Overall, the interdisciplinary approach used in this work reflects the complex and ubiq-
uitous nature of intra- and intermolecular interactions. Our molecular crystal research
touched on aspects of organic, inorganic and quantum chemistry while our QMC study
of water monomer and dimer employed the tools of many-body and theoretical physics.
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It is precisely this diversity which ensures that the study of interactions will be a fertile
area of research for some time to come.
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